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Executive summary
This report is the result of funding provided by the ANTA Frameworks group of 
projects; speciÞ cally New Practices in Flexible Learning. The project included the 
development of a rights-enabled Learning Object Exchange (LOX) to demonstrate 
many of the concepts emerging from the work of the project group, as described 
in this document. This LOX was speciÞ cally designed to demonstrate possible 
technical, legal and business issues concerning the exchange of learning objects 
within the Vocational Education and Training (VET) sector1.

Issues of Intellectual Property and Copyright (IP&C), ß exible learning and publishing 
systems show a convergence of concerns � to date they have evolved as 
independent entities, but now are requiring a �road map� in terms of Digital Rights 
Management (DRM).

Issues of rights whether they are moral or commercial are a prominent concern of 
students, teachers and managers at every level. The enabling of the transfer of digital 
objects through repository networks, is bringing into focus the myriad of issues 
surrounding rights management. Projects such as this are intended to sharpen 
the focus of debate, and speed up implementation of DRM systems. 

A number of themes emerge from the project work outlined below. 

� Digital media transacted online requires new ways of thinking about IP&C 
issues, especially as these entities are recombined and changed during their 
lifecycle. There is a clear need for improved efÞ ciencies in the sharing and 
trade of reusable learning resources (older generation models of DRM don�t 
work).

� DRM must be understood in a more contemporary sense allowing for the 
management of a range of functions with regards IP&C. Most importantly DRM 
is concerned with all rights; not just those of the rights holders but also those of 
the end users. 

� DRM requires systemised processes capable of communicating agreements 
and licence offers between all parties involved. To facilitate this will require 
rights enabled Learning Object Exchanges (LOXs), which recognise a Rights 
Expression Language (REL).

� The REL can accommodate rights concerns such as acquisition, creation, 
distribution, business models, constraints and jurisdictions. A REL is used to 
communicate the set of conditions for the use of material between parties.

� Systems utilising RELs are the most efÞ cient way of engaging in DRM.

� DRM systems must embrace technologies that are free of proprietary obligations.

1 Other projects such as the COLIS demonstrator used a LOX more as a proof of technical interoperability 
than speciÞ c DRM issues. 
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� An evolutionary approach to repository systems is required leading to development 
of LOXs (including a role for an agent such as AEShareNet to help evolve the 
licensing offers, help resolve any disputation, monitor transactions etc).

� In order to remain competitive, the VET sector needs to increase its exposure
to external markets, and engage in the trade or sharing of content across 
other education sectors and commercial providers. These markets constitute a 
signiÞ cant but discrete slice of the LO economy. Consequently, the VET sector 
needs to expose its own publishing within these markets and recognise that  
players in these markets are also looking to interplay with the educational 
sector.

� There is a need to accommodate for licensing models ranging from provision of 
fair use to monitor-and-charge schemes and restricted access. But recognition 
is also needed for the provision of new business models that are better aligned 
to object-based production paradigms.

� There is an urgent need for dialogue between business, legal, learning and 
technical communities of practice in order to reference relevant vocabularies.

� DRM practices must be aligned philosophically to the culture of Australia�s 
education and training environment.

� The time for hesitation is over; commitment is required to a full test-bed project 
of a LOX across distributed repositories. The VET community, including content 
producers, must support the need to build networks of trusted systems which 
seamlessly interconnect, using agreed terminology, and which accommodate 
differing business models and philosophies within a supportive and secure 
environment.

Further Contact:

The project team invites further contact with you. Project Team Manager 
and Report Editor: Tim Hand

tim.hand@tafensw.edu.au
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Section 1: Introduction and Background

Description 

The consortium of partners in conjunction with IPR Systems and AEShareNet 
proposed a phased trial to determine a framework and descriptions for Digital Rights 
Management (DRM) of Learning Objects (LOs) within the Vocational Education and 
Training sector (VET). The trial involved analysis of current licensing agreements 
and typical use-cases to develop a set of suitable license templates, which meet 
the business objectives of participating institutions, and are appropriate to the VET 
sector and their stakeholders. This involved the development of template offers 
within a Learning Object Exchange (LOX) demonstrator. 

It is important to note that the primary purpose of the LOX demonstrator has been 
to trial some of the concepts behind the suggested DRM approach. The LOX 
demonstrator is not built as a pre-release application. 

The trial has so far established possible conditions for the exchange and trade
of learning object material, relevant to the needs of that market. It builds on the 
pioneering work of AEShareNet in enabling the online licensing of learning object 
material and has provided an opportunity to investigate the embedding of AEShareNet 
licence agreements in association with speciÞ ed Learning Objects (LOs) in digital 
form, using a Rights Expression Language (REL).

The Trial project has provided a framework for the:

� Analysis of business, cultural and technical inter-operability issues of trading 
�rights enabled� LOs between education systems and organisations, to establish 
the basis for this provision, especially within VET.

� Attractiveness and acceptance of LOs (and their associated components)
as a form of re-usability of educational content.

� Types of offers (and therefore agreements) that would be most popular/acceptable 
with different types of LO acquirers across educational and training sectors, 
corporate training departments and RTOs.

� Possible interpretation of these offers in an appropriate Digital Rights Expression 
Language (DREL).

� Applicability of these offers within the VET sector, with reference to various 
business models.

� Trialling of the suitability of current licence protocols used for modules
and subjects when applied to learning objects.

� Repurposing of learning materials at the learning object level taking special 
note of contextualisation.

section 1
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� Trialling of a demonstration of these rights offers within the context of 
a Learning Object Exchange (provided by IPR systems Australia).

� Commentary of IP policy/Copyright Acts as relevant to reusable digital resources.

Who�s the report for?

While the project outcomes are intended speciÞ cally for the Vocational Education 
Sector (VET), there is wider relevance to any providers interested in the exchange 
and provision of digital material, and its attendant technical and legal implications. 

SpeciÞ cally the report has relevance to three main target groups: 

1 Major providers of Learning Objects such as OTEN, WestOne and TAFE Open 
Learning Institute of Queensland (OLI), TAFE digital content production units 
and The Learning Federation (TLF). A  secondary group including University 
publishers and commercial LO developers such as NETg, SmartForce. 

2 Acquirers of Learning Objects who will use them to mix and match and deliver 
their tailored courseware to their constituents: TAFE Online Departments in 
each state, RTOs, School Systems, Commercial Training Departments.

3 Educational resource providers or distributors such as AEShareNet and  
TAFE Frontiers.

Sponsoring organisation

OTEN has been a keen sponsor of the project as the work endorses the corporate 
and e-Business plan reinforcing the strategic importance for OTEN to:

� Provide a better understanding of the issues around trade and exchange of LOs.

� Utilise research and data to inform delivery and materials development processes.

� Help pursue a range of business opportunities and ensure an appropriate 
return on investment.

� ReÞ ne e-business strategies to enhance related business systems and processes.

� Support the expansion of resource-based learning, focusing on e-learning.

Who participated to the project?

The project has a number of partnering organisations: AEShareNet, IPR Systems, 
Content Strategies Pty Ltd, TAFE Tasmania, New England Institute of TAFE NSW.
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AEShareNet

AEShareNet is a ministerial company providing infrastructure services to the VET 
sector in terms of a searchable database of available learning resources and an 
on line transaction service for licensing those available resources. AEShareNet�s 
mission is to expand the licensing of learning resources across the VET sector, 
facilitate the repurposing of available resources thereby increasing the impact and 
efÞ ciency of the VET sector. 

IPR Systems

IPR Systems is an Australian company acknowledged as one of the leaders in Rights 
Enabled Learning Objects. IPR has provided its considerable expertise and the 
software for the Learning Object Exchange. The company is working towards 
extending this application from Demonstrator to Trial to full production system. 
The current project Demonstrator is a critical step to determine and test the 
features and interoperability of a practical Learning Object exchange. 

Content Strategies Pty Ltd.

Peter L Higgs is an internationally acknowledged expert in Digital Rights Management 
and e-Commerce in Intellectual Property having worked in the Þ eld since 1994.

Prior to forming Content Strategies he was co-founder and director of rights 
management pioneer, IPR Systems. 

Project Team and acknowledgements

Member Organisation Expertise Project role

Tim Hand OTEN Education and Training 
manager, FLL recipient, 
COLIS adviser

Project manager
Report editor

Peter L Higgs Content Strategies 
Pty Ltd

Digital Rights 
Management

General advisor on 
DRM and associated 
systems architectures.

Renato Iannella IPR Systems Research Scientist:
ODRL

Technology and LOX 
implementation and 
management. ODRL 
Offers.

Dennis Macnamara/ AEShareNet Business models for 
VET Copyright and 
licensing. Learning 
resource development

Business model 
Analysis Marketing

Peter E Higgs Institute of TAFE 
Tasmania

Manager Learning & 
Business technologies

Provide advice on issues 
of DRM and contribute 
LOs

!!
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Sam Meredith TAFE NSW, New 
England Institute.

Knowledge of digital 
publishing and LO 
development

Contribute LOs, use-
cases and review 
project outcomes

Jon Mason Assistant Director
IMS Australia

Technical and 
standards advisor

Acknowledgments to contributors

Lucy Arundell OTEN Editorial comment and support

Carol Fripp AEShareNet Editorial comment Copyright, Education policy 
and management

Paula Hendrikson OTEN IP and Copyright Consultant

Jenny Batten TAFE NSW Western 
Institute

Project mentor  Mentor and advisor

What did the project not cover 

Due to constraints in terms of time and money for the project, it was necessary
to clearly determine what would fall out of scope. Given the Þ rst consideration that 
the project focus upon the exchange of re-usable learning resources (in this case 
structured �Learning Objects�), then the project excluded more unstructured digital 
content such as dialogue material (Emails, Weblogs etc), non-instructional content 
or other �spontaneously generated� content. 

However, this focus has also had to acknowledge that there is no agreed deÞ nition 
of a LO across the VET sector2. For the purposes of this project we use the term 
to broadly embrace material which is �intentionally designed to be retrievable and 
reusable in a range of teaching/learning contexts�. The focus on LOs was not only 
because of the current widespread interest, but more so because they represent a 
conceptual entity which has a potential complexity over a range of implementation 
issues likely to arise in any rights management framework.

Also in terms of the conceptual inß uences as indicated (in Diagram 2), the project 
could not engage in broader analysis of the legal and business requirements of the 
educational sectors in Australia in order to fully inform the likely range of offers 
between various parties. The analysis for this project was largely based on likely 
use-cases and the experience of AEShareNet in relation to market responses to 
their own license agreements. However this analysis provided us with an invaluable 
insight into how best to structure rights agreements in relation to constraints, 
permissions, obligations, conditions of use and the most appropriate offers structure 
resulting from this mix. 

2 VET Learning Object Repository: Green paper for discussion. 2003. I Kenny (Ed) ANTA.
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In relation to the demonstrator it was similarly necessary to conÞ ne our work to what 
was achievable within the project time and budget. The following list represents 
what fell out of scope for the development of the learning Object Exchange (LOX).

� Transactions: For the purposes of the demonstrator accounting, billing and exchange 
of money are not factored into the system, but these activities need to be considered 
as to where and when this might come into play. 

� Rights types (a typical range were included).

� Business to Consumer models rather than Business To Business.

� Nesting of LOs out of scope (only dealing with �Upper layer� need for this 
project to ß atten the complexity that can ensue from layering).

� Compounding multiple licenses for LOs.

� Multiple offers (LOs will need to be imported twice with separate offers).

� Import/ contributors of LOs done manually.

� Contributors and rights holders will have to be registered parties in the system. 

� Non LO articles.

� Use-cases with students (as acquirers or developers), this is dealt with using
a futuristic scenario.

� Dealing with parties already identiÞ ed in the system � as deÞ ned by administrator 
(template inherits the parties).

� Persistent saved offers (templates).

� How many templates can be created/offer types?

Relevance and impact on the Australian Flexible Learning 
Framework 

In their report Technology for Sharing3, the authors conclude with a key 
recommendation being that [the VET sector] �seek to resolve, through a test-bed 
project, intellectual property and copyright issues relating to digital rights 
management in order to provide an inclusive, equitable and affordable learning 
environment�. Similarly the VET Learning Objects discussion paper4 endorses the 
importance of DRM as an issue for the VET sector. Activities under the Australian 
Flexible Learning Framework (AFLF) are focusing on the creation of technical 
speciÞ cations and the development and adoption of technical standards. 

3 Higgs, P, Meredith, S & Hand, T. 2002. Technology for Sharing: researching Learning Objects and 
Digital rights management. ANTA. P93.

4 AFLF VET Learning Objects repository discussion paper. 2003. Ed. I. Kenny. 
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These projects include: Collaborative Interoperability, Legal Issues in Flexible 
Learning (especially in relation to IP and copyright), and ToolBox. The VET repository 
project was also a critical association for the project. Although this project had DRM 
as one of its areas of focus, this was centred on implications upon the requirements 
of repositories, rather than the broader considerations of rights management. 

It is hoped that this trial will help inform ANTA Frameworks projects for 2004�5. 
The project will help clarify many of the assumptions underpinning LO implementations, 
and provide a documented basis for the development of processes and systems 
which will enable the most efÞ cient exchange, or trade of LOs.

By contributing to the IEEE (LTSC) DREL workgroup, it will also position the 
Australian VET sector as an active agent in the implementation of systems
based distributed rights management.

A way forward for VET in DRM

To competitively participate in a �knowledge economy, the VET sector needs to 
become a �Publisher� a �Trader� and an �Acquirer� of Learning Objects5. Already 
considerable investment is being made by many Institutions in the VET sector to 
develop IMS compliant Learning Objects. However many of these producers have 
not considered how these LOs might be used outside their own organisations or 
at best, within State systems. Subsequently they receive very little recognition or 
beneÞ t from them. 

The authors of this report therefore argue that to maximise the return on LOs
and provide efÞ cient transaction, the functions of a learning object exchange (LOX) 
are required. Generally, the role of a LO exchange would be to make discovery 
and trade of objects more efÞ cient. The exchange can also systemise the rights 
agreements so that downstream systems such as an LMS/LCMS can accurately 
interpret and act on the agreement. While these functions can be done without 
the active use of IT systems it is very inefÞ cient and potentially not effective. 
Clearly, systems that manage and supply content such as Learning Objects need 
to be driven by an understanding of the rights held by the organisation and the usage 
offers that Þ t those rights.

SpeciÞ cally it is intended that the project outcomes will help highlight the principles 
and issues which might underpin such an exchange to evolve better understandings 
regarding the technical, legal and cultural aspects of LOs and their exchange.

This project has provided a way of testing:

� The inter-operability issues of trading �rights enabled� LOs between Education 
Systems and organisations.

� The attractiveness and acceptance of another form of re-usability of
educational content.
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� The types of offers (and therefore agreements) that are most popular/acceptable 
with different types of LO acquirers such as educational systems, corporate 
training departments and RTOs. 

Rationale

In terms of the effective sharing, re-use, and trade of digital objects it is now 
recognised that assets involving intellectual property and copyright (IP&C), 
particularly in relation to online teaching and learning, have become a valuable 
and strategic resource6. As a prime user a TAFE Institute for example, will need
to focus on being able to efÞ ciently obtain and customise up to date objects ensuring 
sustainability of ß exible options in course delivery. This will mean that greater 
attention will have to be paid to the management of education and training IP&C 
assets. Training providers are also recognising the need for more systemised 
publishing approaches requiring the production of �chunked down� information or 
learning objects. These are premised on both the need for efÞ cient publishing and 
the notion of reusability and shareability. To this end providers and acquirers will 
need an efÞ cient, appropriate and �transparent� means of exchanging these objects. 
To date no process, or arrangements can deal with the requirements demanded 
by the emergent complexities of such an exchange, which need to deal with 
material at a greater level of granularity than at the course or unit levels. 

However, amid all the discussion and work towards Learning Object and 
knowledge economies has come an increasing realisation that IP and copyright 
have not gained adequate attention. To date, the practice of re-use of LOs has
not been widespread because the quality, administrative, contractual and Þ nancial 
costs of Þ nding, negotiating and integrating are seen to be greater than the 
potential saving from re-use7. Much of the focus in the development and discourse 
around LOs has been primarily focused on technical aspects of interoperability, 
and more recently in addressing issues of learning design. Now there has come 
an increasingly urgent plea by commentators and developers, for attention to also 
turn to issues of rights management.

Standards bodies are now intentionally coming to grips with matters of IP and C
and rights management regarding not just the management of digital assets but also 
their own standards and how to protect them. Robson8 recently listed IP rights and 
DRM as the hottest issue confronting the Web Services and e-Learning communities. 
Rights and laws he stated can no longer be conveniently ignored. The IEEE9  
acknowledges �Digital rights is an area of vital importance to all industries that deal 
with digital content, including the industries of learning, education and training�. 
Subsequently, the IEEE/LTSC has set up a work group for 2002�2004 to produce 
a recommended practice or guide identifying digital rights requirements for 
learning technologies10. 

Every producer of educational resources has come to realise the issues of IP and 
copyright in the educational and training sectors are both vexed and complex.
As producers become more sophisticated both in the types of product they are 
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producing and the distribution and marketing of these, the �naiveté� that has so 
often been shown toward IP and C, has given way to an increasing conservatism 
regarding sourcing, development and distribution. However publishers need to
be liberated in order to have all possible freedom to distribute and commercialise 
the LO they have paid to develop. They need to be made aware of the restricted 
rights available on the digital resources that are included within the LOs where 
this content is in copyright and sourced from, for example Collecting Institutions 
or from commercial publishers.

The lack of clarity about IP and Copyright can only stiß e resource production and 
exacerbate the duplication of product and costs within the industry. It is also 
creates an environment which will not reap the potential beneÞ ts of LO approaches. 

Integrated systems management of learning objects is also increasingly driven 
by recognition of the need to be accountable for compliance to regulatory Acts11. 
McKnight & Livingston12 for example cite this as the main rationale for development 
of the Digital Objects Management system at Deakin University. Indeed as 
Campbell13 comments, as LO repositories proliferate and the use of LOs across 
communities of practices and international boundaries becomes more widespread, 
the necessity to formally address digital rights management is likely to become urgent. 

Irrespective of ones position in terms of the continuum of public domain vs 
proprietary content,14 there is a need for DRM to accommodate commercial and 
moral recognition of the value with regard to  a particular work. DRM systems 
can potentially provide the education community with a sense of security, worth,
trust and liberate the store of resources which are never shared or commercially 
exchanged. Apart from the current driving imperative of attaining an ROI on 
resource production, increasingly our education cultures must provide a means 
of acknowledgment with respect to an individuals� moral rights. DRM systems can 
be designed to accomplish both the protection of commercial rights as well as 
enforcing moral rights. Often, it is only the author or developer�s attribution to a 
work which is necessary to leverage its release in the market place.

Indeed, it is important to remember that our educational culture has been built on 
notions of trust and sharing and not on commercial transaction. Therefore a properly 
implemented DRM system will not only enhance any potential ROI, but will most 
certainly provide value on investment (VOI)15.
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In summary:

1 Intellectual Property is a valuable business asset that needs to be actively 
managed and 

2 DRM should be comprehensively and properly maintained.

3 Any DRM system needs to be seamless, accessible, cost efÞ cient and 
transparent for the user groups.

5 Vet doc, Norris, Mason, Lefrere 2003. Transforming e-knowledge.
6 IP can embody an organisation�s competitive advantage.
7 Iannella, R. Rights Management: Managing the layers of rights and roles in the knowledge based 

economy. IPR systems 2000.
8 Robby Robson Chair IEEE/LTSC committee. AICTEC meeting in Sydney, September 2003.
9 IEEE White paper: Friesen, N. Mourad, M. Robson, R. 2003. Towards a Digital Rights Expression 

Language Standard for Learning Technology. 
10 Discussed in Section 2 of this report.
11 In Australia this falls under the Copyright Act 1968, and the Digital Agenda Amendments which came 

into force on 4 March, 2001. 
12 McKnight S & Livingstone, H. Reuse of Learning Objects? Why, How and When? EduCause 2003. 
13 Campbell, L. 2003. Engaging with LO economy. pp35-45. in Littlejohn A. Reusing Online resources �

a sustainable approach to e-learning. Kogan Page. US.
14 Refer Roger Clarke�s depiction, Appendix 1.
15 VOI a term introduced by the Gartner group; it is a �soft� measure of the value of intangible beneÞ ts 

derived from technology initiatives. 
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Section 2: Context

VET approaches to learning resource mapping

The VET sector prides itself on a practitioner based teaching and learning model. 
This has traditionally been embodied through current or recent practitioners being 
the foci of expertise, transfer or facilitation of VET skills discovery. Distance educators 
found ways of capturing these foci within self-paced learning packages mediated 
through individual support. More recently VET has attempted to maximise the use 
of resource based learning in order to offer customer ß exibility. 

Learning resources are therefore becoming a more signiÞ cant part of the total VET 
delivery mix. A larger percentage of VET funds are being applied to learning resource 
development and maintenance. Online approaches to service delivery have 
accentuated this trend. At the same time content is under stress in terms of shelf life. 
The rapid rate of change of content combined with the greater use of pre organised 
learning resources places pressure on the VET dollar and gives an impetus to 
learning resource trading. 

Before nationally consistent �curriculum� was developed, it was always possible to 
argue that state-speciÞ c learning resources were not easily movable across state 
borders. This argument even then was, at best, superÞ cial. Today with some 
reasonable level agreement on content through Training Packages, it is even more 
dubious to argue that learning resources are not easily transportable across 
institutions wherever they might be. 

The economic impetus for trading and the more nationally consistent curriculum 
that makes that trading more fruitful, has created a climate whereby trading is both 
possible and desirable � maybe even necessary.

ANTA has focussed on fostering a national approach to curriculum and learning 
resource development through Training Packages and Toolboxes. Worthy as this 
effort has been, such investment has no more than scratched the surface of the 
total effort in this arena. Learning resource development is a major and expanding 
activity by all types of training providers, not least corporate trainers. There has also 
been an expanding market of commercial learning resource developers based on 
either commissioned or speculative work.

However there appears to be little data available on the total spend on learning 
resource development in the VET sector or sub elements within it, or indeed in any 
sector of education and training. Similarly data on trends of spend on learning 
resources, as a percentage of total expenditure is non-existent. There is an intuitive 
feel that the spend is increasing both totally, and as a percentage, but concrete data 
is missing. Part of the reason for this lack of information is the fuzzy boundary 
between the teacher class handout, done as part of class preparation time, and 
the more sophisticated student self-paced study package. The fact that one leads 
to the other is a source of costing black holes and copyright conundrums.
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Without such data it is tricky to make claims on potential savings to be made from 
trading learning resources rather than always creating from scratch, and thereby 
duplicating effort.

At the same time the VET sector is increasingly a pot pouri of providers with schools, 
ACE, AMES, universities, and private providers as well as TAFE. Interestingly, recent 
research in Queensland suggests that the total private provision in VET may be about 
45% of total VET rather than the 20% suggested by traditional NCVER statistics.16 

It is therefore imperative that any analysis of the needs of learning object exchanges 
is grounded in the diversity of the VET arena not limited by large state and national 
public institutional perspectives.

Copyright and IP management and hard copy publishing 
models

Generally Copyright has been a less well-understood component of VET activity. 
VET institutions are both acquirers third party copyright (buy side) and owners of 
IP (sell side). AEShareNet has challenged the traditional hard copy business model 
by pioneering a copyright licensing approach. The beneÞ ts and efÞ ciency gains 
with this approach are considerable, and new business models are now critical
if the sector is going to be able to maximise the beneÞ ts of the rapidly expanding 
digital environment. 

Where copyright is observed in terms of third party acquisition, it is often done through 
use of educational statutory licence (CAL) and paid for through audit of usage 
(pay per copy). Digital developments are changing that dynamic and are perhaps 
driving a pay per view approach. Some institutions (notably OTEN in NSW) have 
attempted to do business outside of the CAL arrangements, recognising the blurry 
line between educational and commercial (see paper by Baker and McKenzie17). 
However much confusion has existed as CAL operates both for institutional use
of individual author material and for inter-institutional copyright paybacks.

Institutions and indeed publishers have also been in the market of selling multiple 
hard copies of learning resources. However this has not always been optimally 
pragmatic for either the seller or the buyer. It does not allow a local print on demand 
nor more importantly does it facilitate the adaptation of a resource for �local� need.

Licensing of resources that allows both local copying and adaptation already occurs 
across the educational sector. Like data on spend on learning resource development, 
not much is known about the size of the market. While there have been estimates 
of about $750K pa of VET such licensing across Australia, it is known that one 
private provider alone does $300K pa. So the answer may be anything between 
$1 and $4 million pa. for the VET sector.

16 Queensland Vocational Education Training & Delivery � Private Registered Training Organisations 
Pocket Guide 2003.

17 Attachment 8 of a FLAG report: OfÞ ce of Post Compulsory Training Tasmania, on the impact of the 
digital agenda ammendments on the VET sector 2003.
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Rights terminology

It is well accepted both within Australia, and globally, that there is little understanding 
about copyright outside a core group of librarians and copyright ofÞ cers, and 
trying to move all the users within the VET sector into a model using unfamiliar 
terminology which is all too often seen as �legalistic� is indeed challenging. What 
the AEShareNet Model does is present a surrogate �standard� use of copyright 
terms, providing full deÞ nitions that are then legally sustainable. Terms such as �use�, 
�adapt�, �exploit�, �supplementary�, �compilation� and �derivative� have been moved 
into the wider marketplace and these need to be well understood if the buyers 
and sellers want to market the ß exibility of their products. This challenge is no 
different to the debates happening in the Standards and Interoperability environments.

If discovery of resources is to be maximised then consistent use of terminology is 
critical, not to mention adoption of common taxonomies and controlled vocabularies. 
The Internet environment produces new innovations with astonishing frequency 
and while search engines such as Google provide unique capability the issue of 
creating and managing metadata remains an important challenge. This topic attracted 
widespread interest during the Þ rst of the Great Debates in Sydney (To Meta-Tag 
or not to Meta-Tag?)18. The issue of terminology, while related to ongoing issues 
surrounding metadata, is somewhat simpler to tackle and has been identiÞ ed by
a number of national bodies as requiring urgent attention � including Standards 
Australia, education.au, and AICTEC.

Learning resource development

In developing access to high quality learning resources an institution can pursue 
a range of options (including combinations of them):

� Purchase third party resources and use as is

� Acquire, use, and adapt third party resources

� Develop their own from scratch

� Develop in collaboration with other parties

� Commission a work

� Wait for commercially produced product.

The easier the discovery of a resource, the more likely an institution will refrain 
from re-inventing the wheel, if the price is right. And owners of resources who 
provide them to others as a �spin off business� continually ask for help on pricing 
models. There are few documented models in the market place and the Practices 
for IP Management in the VET Sector project19 is attempting to document the 
current situation.

18 http://www.aesharenet.com.au/news/news20030131.asp). 
19 formerly: National IP Blueprint Project.
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At the time of learning resource development, organisations can take steps to 
maximise the chance that resources can be traded at a later date, by clearing third 
party copyright in a generic way for broad usage. This is a big area and AEShareNet 
realises that working along the total supply chain of learning resource development 
and deployment will be necessary in order to establish a well-run marketplace for 
this aspect of the education industry. 

There is also a need to disaggregate learning resource development activity. 
There are only a handful of high-level �publishing-type� operations in the public 
VET arena that develop sophisticated self-paced and possibly on-line resource
at the institutional level by a team of multi-discipline professional practitioners. 
These publishers generally have well-documented models for product development 
and strong QA procedures. At the other end of the spectrum is the teacher �handout� 
and the large volume of internal, non-copyright cleared materials that may well be 
shared within the institution. Any trading of resources needs to recognise this 
diversity. A teacher looking for a resource for tomorrow night�s class has a different 
dynamic to say a project manager starting off a 3 month activity for the development 
of a self-paced learning module.

AEShareNet20 experiences so far 

AEShareNet, a Ministerial Company, was set up to facilitate the easy transaction 
of licences for learning resources in a sustainable multi-lateral way (rather than a 
binary person-to-person dependency). It is a low tech LOX and encourages a spirit 
of goodwill rather than DRM type tracking and compliance mechanisms. Some 
describe the Model as an Open Source-type approach, with a range of options
to ensure ß exibility to suit client needs. 

Initially scoped as a project in 1997, AEShareNet went fully live in mid 2003.
�Fully live� means licence trading, with AEShareNet collecting and settling monies 
together with a full brokering service provision. In reaching this milestone there 
has been the hard slog of:

� establishing a Company structure, manageable across and between the State, 
Territory and Commonwealth jurisdictions

� establishing robust legal templates to allow sharing and trading of resources 
between all players,� public and private. This also involved conÞ rming/sorting 
and promulgating a whole range of acceptable copyright terminology enshrined 
in the templates

� identifying and implementing a sustainable business model for the Company itself

� developing the technical infrastructure to allow easy on-line transactions

� educating the sector about copyright issues

� selling the idea to all in the VET sector. On this issue AEShareNet had to 
overcome two powerful sources of cultural inertia:

20 AESharent: www.aesharenet.com.au
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� Could someone somewhere else possibly have a resource that would be 
useful in my circumstance? and

� Would I let anyone else use my precious resources?

Just because something is a good idea and may drive fantastic efÞ ciencies in the 
VET sector does not mean it will take off by osmosis. An enormous effort was and 
is needed to get it going within VET. Nevertheless by mid 2003 AEShareNet had 
over 20 000 resources listed with even a few �learning objects� included. Almost 
200 organisations, public and private, had become members and over 50 had 
listed resources on the site. Transactions were running at 100 per month in the 
second half of 2003. 

There was, however, another cultural issue that AEShareNet could not have 
foreseen � the readiness of the sector for on-line transactions. On the one hand, 
this e-business approach was at odds with chains of command and delegations 
in large institutions and accounts areas; on the other people were nervous about 
licensing on-line on the buy and sell side, a bit like the early days of buying airline 
tickets on-line or using the bank ATMs. AEShareNet has therefore had to �heavily 
support� about 50% of all transactions in the early stages in order to ensure they 
reached conclusion. And many transactions have not actually got started on-line 
because of this nervousness.

Another issue for AEShareNet has been the balance between trading and sharing. 
The AEShareNet protocols allow both, however the current dynamics of the VET 
sector seemed to have driven a preference for trading over sharing, albeit mostly at 
a small and fair price. It would seem then that players are comfortable to collaborate 
and to share through trading.

Similarly AEShareNet provides for a number of approaches 
to pricing:

� Up front fee

� Site licensing

� Pay per copy or pay per view

� Any combination thereof.

Any royalty type pricing prompts automated requests for accounting for usage by the 
licensee and such payments are contractually bound. However there is an honesty 
box aspect to the collection and no DRM type functionality is provided. Whether 
the set up cost of such a system is warranted when considering the likely revenues 
to be generated is a matter for serious study.

AEShareNet also allows listing of resources �under development�. This enables 
projects to be ß agged and facilitates opportunities for networks or partnerships to 
engage in collaborative learning resource development. It is an under utilised aspect 
of AEShareNet at this point due to a lack of business models to allow this to occur. 
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It has been identiÞ ed that a way to encourage more use of this facility is to foster 
and maintain communities of interest around speciÞ c content areas as part of the 
AEShareNet model. First cab off the rank will be the Automotive area.

But AEShareNet is a resource listing not a resource repository, which was a deliberate 
design feature (Crisp & Webeck, 2003). Given the enormity of challenges with 
Standards and Interoperability, the AEShareNet Model has been able to link to 
owner�s repositories and therefore remain a viable agent between the two parties. 
The Model is dependent on its resource owners ensuring they have efÞ cient back 
ofÞ ce arrangements to enable licence trading to happen seamlessly and given that 
most public institutions are not yet set up for on-line e-commerce transactions 
there is still work to be done to ensure this works to capacity.

Buyers have been very vocal in expressing their desire for  �Preview� and �fulÞ lment� 
functionality, given that the Internet encourages such practice. Many buyers are 
keen to �look and feel� before they buy and without a demonstration site or similar, 
buyers are driven off line to check out the resources. At the conclusion of the licence, 
the buyer expects to receive a copy of the resource in some form, often electronically. 
Again, this works well in some cases while in others the poor purchaser is forced 
to �double handle� the purchase. AEShareNet is working closely with its resource 
owners to maximise user friendliness for licence purchasers � but there is still much 
work to be done to offer functionality similar to commercial Internet shopfronts.

Overall, AEShareNet has been pioneering entry into the e-commerce world, and 
has had major success and a signiÞ cant impact on the VET learning resources part 
of the education industry. It is also still in start-up phase of the business � for which 
the accepted cycle is around 5�7 years for the business to reach full functionality. 
It has, to some extent, been more warmly embraced operationally, by some parts 
of VET than others. For instance, there is strong enthusiasm in ACE, AMES, and 
Private RTOs, the latter being as keen to sell as to buy learning resources. In TAFEs 
the response has been more muted so far, but this may reß ect the typical size of 
organisations rather than their other features. It should be noted that in the Private 
RTO business, most organisations have less than 30 staff, many less than 10. 
While this allows decision-making and action to be more immediate, it also means 
that they will not want to mess with anything complicated or dense in nature. 

There are some in the sector who mainly see what AEShareNet does not offer 
and it is true that it does not have the sophistication of an eBay or Amazon. But 
the education sector has not yet had the resources to fund such sophisticated 
commercial functionality. It is however, a low cost and unique broker service for 
the vocational education sector offering services that are way more efÞ cient than 
manual contracts for licences. 

AEShareNet is a live operation, not a project or a demonstration exercise and it 
may well be the Þ rst of its kind in the world. It has a sustainable business model 
and is well positioned to drive more efÞ ciencies and more impact for the VET 
sector through inter institutional collaboration. It has established a functioning 
market place for learning resource trading and sharing. The importance then of 
DRM from the AEShareNet perspective is discussed on page XXX[26].
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IEEE/LTSC DREL Working Group project

The issue of standards and digital rights management has been of signiÞ cant 
interest to the education and training sector for some years. In Australia, Initiatives 
such as The Le@rning Federation and COLIS have tried to further the cause with 
a practical focus on implementing systems that accommodate a range of rights 
expressions. Internationally, the IMS Global Learning Consortium has noted this 
requirement in some of its speciÞ cations development (such as Digital repositories 
Interoperability) but has left the initial running to the IEEE Learning Technology 
Standards Committee (LTSC).

In mid 2002 the IEEE LTSC convened a meeting of interested parties to take 
forward the issue of where digital rights management Þ ts within the broader picture 
of learning technology standardization. As a result, a discussion paper was prepared 
by an ad hoc study group and circulated widely in December 2002, recommending 
that the IEEE take forward a requirements analysis and prepare some guidelines 
for action. 

In May 2003 this effort became formalized as a new working group � known as 
the IEEE LTSC DREL WG.

Project scope: This project should produce a recommended practice identifying 
Digital Rights (DR) requirements for e-learning technologies. These requirements 
should be aligned with the most widely known standards-based speciÞ cations 
for DREL that are being adopted or developed by international, regional, 
national and private organisations and consortia.

Project purpose: The purpose of this project is to facilitate the creation, 
management and delivery of digital content for e-learning by technology that 
implements digital rights expression languages. The recommended practice 
should determine what, if any, extensions are needed so that these DREL can 
meet the identiÞ ed requirements. 

In order to achieve these outcomes the DREL WG has been gathering requirements 
and use-cases from which functional requirements that a Digital Rights Expression 
Language (DREL) must meet in order to effectively support IT-enabled learning, 
education and training. The DREL WG is aware that related work has been done 
in other forums (such as MPEG, Open eBook Forum, and the Open Mobile 
Alliance21) but views these other efforts as not being speciÞ c to the requirements 
of the education and training sector. It is also important to note in the context 
of our own ANTA-funded project that the implications of the DREL WG extend 
beyond rights expressions associated with purposed �learning objects�.

Thus, the DREL WG is examining a range of DRELs (including application proÞ les) 
with a view to determining their applicability in the education and training domain 
(ie as components of learning technologies). 

21 The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA), a standards group for the mobile phone and wireless computer 
industries.
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The key languages, protocols, and proÞ les under investigation 
include:

� IEEE Standard for Information Technology � Software Reuse

� MPEG REL (a component of the MPEG21 suite of standards)

� ODRL (Open Digital Rights Language)

� OeBF Rights Grammar (Open eBook Forum)

� METS (Metadata Encoding Transmission Standard).

The result of this evaluation will be a set of recommendations that the DREL WG 
will publish. Rights expressions will be mapped against the functional requirements 
and the DREL WG will make recommendations on ways in which the selected 
DRELs may be used or extended, where appropriate.

The IEEE LTSC DREL WG expects to complete its tasks by March 2004.
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Section 3: Current Legal and regulatory framework 

Australian Legal and Regulatory Frameworks within which 
Digital Rights Management must reside and comply

Introduction

Digital Rights Management in essence is about developing and implementing systems 
that will manage IP and Copyright and the requirements of other legal and regulatory 
requirements of the digital economy. A current global dilemma is the need to change, 
adapt and or re-write the law to enable, whilst governing, the digital economy. 
This is evident in Australia considering the Digital Agenda amendments were 
enacted in 2000 and are currently subject to a major review. The results of the 
review cannot rightfully be commented on in this paper as they have not been 
ofÞ cially released. However, it is critical that we maintain vigilance of the site, 
http://www.ag.gov.au/www/securitylawHome.nsf/allDocs/RWP18B3985DD6A0767
FCA256D9D00815B56?OpenDocument to ensure currency.

That being the case the creation of learning resources/objects and/or learning objects 
together with the systems engaged to manage the same must comply with the 
current Australian Legal and Regulatory Framework.

Legal and regulatory framework

Learning resources/objects developed in Vocational Education & Training in Australia 
for use both within TAFE and private RTO�s, particularly where Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICT) and the Internet are used, must comply with 
numerous legal and regulatory requirements whilst providing sound ß exible content 
and pedagogy for the learner.

The legal and regulatory requirements include:

� AQTF standards http://www.anta.gov.au/aqtfWhat.asp 

� Intellectual Property (IP), Copyright and Moral Rights legislative requirements 
under Copyright Act, Act no. 63 of 1968 as amended www.copyright.org.au 

� Content Regulation covered by Human Rights and Equal Opportunity 
Commission www.heroc.gov.au the Australian Broadcasting Authority www.
aba.gov.au  and the Access-ability Guidelines of W3C http://www.w3.org/ 

� Privacy Law www.privacy.gov.au and www.noie.gov.au 

� Freedom of Information Act at www.law.gov.au/foi/FOI_act/foi.htm 

� Telecommunications laws in relation to access www.aca.gov.au 

� e-Commerce and Australian Trade Practices laws www.accc.gov.au,
www.noie.gov.au and www.ozenetlaw.net.au 
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Further information on Legal Issues in Flexible Learning (much of it is new) is 
available at http://www.ß exiblelearning.net.au/legal/ as a result of a Flexible 
Learning Framework project conducted in 2002 which highlights how the law and 
regulatory requirements now impact on VET and RTO�s management and staff. 
Information from that project is included in the report.

All managers and staff involved in learning resource/object development and 
delivery, and/or the contracting out of those services, have an obligation to 
comply with the legal and regulatory requirements listed above as well as 
following national and local procedures for learning resource/object development.

1 Australian QualiÞ cations Training Framework (AQTF) requirements

The AQTF is a framework of nationally agreed competency standards to ensure 
the quality of education and training services throughout Australia. The standards 
apply to Registered Training Organisation�s (RTO�s) in Australia. Compliance requires 
the RTO to have documented systems for training and assessment and to following 
speciÞ c requirements for the development, validation and implementation of quality 
learning and assessment strategies. This includes learning and assessment 
resource/objects and the systems that support them. See further reference to 
AQTF requirements in other appropriate sections of this report.

2 Intellectual Property and Copyright (IP&C)

It can be an infringement of the law to use copyright material without permission. 
Non-compliance with the Copyright Act, Act no. 63 of 1968 as amended can incur 
individual prosecution up to $60 500 or imprisonment for up to Þ ve years per offence 
and organisational prosecution up to Þ ve times that amount. As one learning 
resource/object could contain more than one copyright (known as a bundle of rights), 
a breach may incur more than one offence. 

Written works are automatically protected by copyright as soon as they are recorded; 
there is no need for any form of formal registration in Australia. It needs to be noted 
that other countries IP and Copyright Law may require a registration process. 
Australia has entered agreements with many other countries legal authorities.
If a VET organization is delivering outside Australian law jurisdiction it is the 
responsibility of that organization to comply with the  legal and regulatory 
requirements of that country. This has implications for DRM and Learning Objects.

Copyright owners have exclusive rights over their own material. These rights include 
photocopying, quoting from, typing, printing, copying by hand or scanning into a 
computer memory.

Making changes to material doesn�t avoid infringement of copyright if the material 
is an important part of the original work.
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Copyright protects the way people express them selves and structure the material. 
The information is not protected but the choice of words, order of paragraphs and 
any graphical material is protected.

The Copyright Act, Act no. 63 of 1968 as amended in relation to use for State 
funded educational purposes.

This area is covered by the CAL Statutory Licence which Vocational Education 
and Training in Australia contributes to.

The Copyright Act, Act no. 63 of 1968 as amended uses the term substantial part 
when referring to infringement of copyright. Permission is needed to use a substantial 
part of a work, however this is open to interpretation by the courts. The term is used 
in a qualitative sense rather than in a quantitative sense. It is important to assess 
whether the part being used is important to the whole work. The number of words 
or proportion of a work will differ in every case. For online and digital content it is 
essential that organizations work within the Copyright Amendment (Digital Agenda) 
Act 2000.

Material which is not considered to be a substantial part of a work may be 
incorporated into a new resource/object without permission, although the source 
has to be acknowledged as a matter of both courtesy and professional practice.

If materials are being developed for educational purposes, but may in the future 
be used for commercial purposes, developers must ensure that they meet the 
requirements for commercial materials.

The Copyright Act, Act no. 63 of 1968 as amended in relation to Business 
Development Units for commercial materials. 

The exemption granted to education and training under the Act does not apply to 
any �Fee for Service� activities of the RTO�s or its programs. 

Permission to use published materials and courses

Vocational Education & Training in Australia requires that any resource/objects being 
developed or added to must have the appropriate copyright clearances/permissions 
(known as a licence), which must be in writing. This information must be recorded 
and maintained by the RTO. 

That is, when works from other sources are used in the development or customising 
of learning resource/objects, the writer is required to gain permission to use that 
material from the owners of the works. The writer must also acknowledge the 
originator of the works and ensure the integrity of the original works is not 
misrepresented. 
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For AQTF audit purposes documentation must: 

� state that Vocational Education & Training in Australia owns copyright in the materials 

� state that permission has been gained to use materials where copyright is owned 
by a third party 

� have attached copies of letters giving permission (if applicable) which indicate 
copyright owner�s wishes in regard to acknowledgement

� include a statement from teacher/proponent as to how they wish to be 
acknowledged in reference to Moral Rights.

Moral Rights

The Copyright Amendment (Moral Rights) Act 2000 supplemented the rights of 
the creator. The amendment requires:

� the customary acknowledgement of the original creator and source of the copy

� that the integrity and reputation of the author/creator is not adversely affected 
in the adaptation of the work.

Digital Agenda

Copyright Amendment (Digital Agenda) Act 2000 (currently under review). VET staff 
must ensure they do not infringe copyright by digitising material that requires the 
permission or licence of the copyright owner. 

3 Content Regulations 

Content Regulations are a generic term for a group of laws regulating the content 
of material made available to the public. Educational materials regardless of the 
medium including hard print, internet and email, require due consideration of and 
compliance with the laws and statutory requirements before content is made 
available to the public to ensure content complies with all relevant laws including 
accessibility issues, anti-discrimination and defamation.

4 Privacy Law

Ensuring privacy law is complied with requires a variety of obligations on organizations 
related to collection, storage, access and disclosure of personal information. 
Personal information means any information or opinion (could be assessment) true 
or not, about an identiÞ ed or identiÞ able individual. A record could be a document, 
database, spreadsheet, Þ lm or photograph. Where learning resource/objects and 
the systems used to record individuals personal information as a result of interacting 
with the learning resource/objects are in place the Institute must ensure compliance 
with the legal and regularity requirements of Privacy. This is critical in regard to 
any ICT system teachers use. Such systems must comply and be secure.
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5 Freedom of information law

Freedom of Information is the right of access to documents in some Government 
and other organisations. Legislation gives the right to access materials held in 
document form, with some exceptions. In regard to ß exible learning resource/object 
development educational organizations and employees need to acknowledge this 
law and make provision for individuals access where and when appropriate.

6 Telecommunications law and regulations

Telecommunication�s laws regulate the way in which Australian citizens and 
organisations access essential services required for electronic communication and 
Internet access. This includes education and training. The regulatory framework for 
Australian telecommunications law most relevant to VET Organisations is governed 
by the Telecommunications Act 1997 and the Telecommunications (Consumer 
Protection and Service Standards) Act 2000. Learning resource/objects developed 
for communication and or transmission need to meet these regulatory requirements.

7 e-Commerce and Trade Practices Law and Regulations

Electronic Commerce and Trade Practices laws regulating competition also impact 
on ß exible learning including learning objects. Electronic Transactions legislation 
may be relevant to dealing with documents and transactions in an online 
environment. Electronic Transactions are being imposed by some Australian 
Government sectors and will more increasingly be a requirement from private sectors. 
Vocational Education & Training in Australia needs to be compliant when developing 
learning resource/objects and systems to manage the resource/objects for student 
access and transactions.

8 Vocational Education & Training in Australia Learning 
Resource/object Version control

Version Control is a requirement of the AQTF process to ensure quality from both 
a content and pedagogical perspective. Learning Objects are not exempt from this 
regulatory requirement. DRM systems are ideal to manage version control and 
work ß ow.
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Section 4: Understanding DRM

So what is DRM? 

DRM stands for Digital Rights Management. It is an umbrella term for systems that 
digitally manage IP rights over assets, their exchange from one party to another 
and in some cases the enforcement of the usage of agreements. It includes a 
range of functions to support the management of intellectual property for digital 
resources. It is important to note DRM is the �digital management of rights� and 
not the �management of digital rights� (IMS) ie DRM manages all rights, not just 
the rights only applicable to permissions over digital content (Iannella22).

DRM functions include description, identiÞ cation, trading, and protection, 
monitoring and tracking of digital content. DRM systems also support the 
expression of rights offers and agreements (eg licenses) for content and all the 
parties involved (including rights holders). Achieving this requires standardised 
ways of communicating digital rights as well as systems that can be trusted and 
are capable of abiding by the rights expressed. This has led to standardisation 
efforts, primarily by the multimedia production, publishing, and consumer 
electronics industries, with a view towards making it possible to enforce digital 
rights associated for commercial multimedia content23.

DRM sits at the intersection of technical, legal and commercial considerations and 
offers a systematic way of approaching new developments in digital content. It is 
not just about the interplay between content providers and acquirers, but is also 
as much about the systems and protocols, which are part of a publishing ecology. 

DRM is an essential tool for multimedia creators and developers, in order to 
leverage any commercial or IP advantage. It has the potential to reduce much
of the time currently spent in locating and negotiating with copyright owners
and reduce transaction costs upstream to rights holders and downstream to 
users. Most DRM systems also include features to protect content from
copyright infringement. 

DRM also accommodates for a wide diversity of business models, which are currently 
emerging to Þ nd relevance in both an analogue and digital age. This issue is 
discussed further on pageXXXX.

Earlier interpretations of DRM focused on the security of content (ie locking and 
limiting its distribution to only those who pay). First generation deÞ nitions of DRM 
are based on the e-commerce model, which functions solely to protect the rights 
of the owner. DRM now takes a broader or �second generation view�. This includes 
access management as well as intellectual property rights management, and is 
as concerned with the rights of the user as with those of the rights owner24. 

22 Iannella, R. 2000. Rights Management: Managing the Layers of Rights and Roles in the Knowledge 
Based Economy. IPR Sydney.

23 IEEE White paper: Friesen, N. Mourad, M. Robson, R. 2003. Towards a Digital Rights Expression 
Language Standard for Learning Technology.

24 IMS Digital repositories interoperability - Core function best practice guide V1.0sec 4.3. Jan 13 2003.
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Recent IMS documents describe an overall DRM framework, which can be 
modelled into three areas: 

Create: How to manage the creation of content so it can be easily traded. This 
includes asserting rights when content is Þ rst created (or reused and extended 
with appropriate rights to do so) by various content providers. 

Trade: How to manage and enable the trade of content. This includes accepting 
content from creators into an asset management system. The trading systems 
need to manage the descriptive metadata and rights metadata.

Use: How to manage the usage of content once traded. This includes supporting 
constraints over traded content in speciÞ c desktop systems/software. 

Robson25 proposes that DRM might better be termed Distributed Rights Management 
in recognition that it needs to embrace the entire content creation and distribution 
lifecycle. Such an interpretation could be seen in the IMS DRI26 environment 
(depicted below), as cutting across all repository functions (substituting Access 
Management and Procurement in the original diagram). 

Diagram 1: DRM inß uence upon systems architectures.

25 Robby Robson Chair IEEE/LTSC committee. AICTEC meeting in Sydney, September 2003.
26 IMS Digital repositories interoperability - Core Functions Information Model. Version 1.0 2002.
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A systems DRM approach therefore acknowledges: 

� A LO Exchange can be a way of acquiring and depositing LOs into Repositories. 

� Currently most Repositories are �internally focused� infrastructure. Each organisation 
generally has their own repository of acquired or created LOs, making them 
available for use by authorised staff and students. In order to expose these 
repositories to other parties such permissions need to be made explicit.

� Repositories which are �externally� accessible, must be rights-enabled.

� Transfers between Repositories are efÞ ciently executed via exchanges that 
formalise the terms and conditions of each transfer between legal entities
and which includes these terms into the metadata of each LO.

Many institutions have completed the Þ rst step in the development of digital 
collections the digitisation and storage of content, and the development of 
descriptive metadata schemes for discovery and retrieval of that content.

This has required considerable investment by these organisations. Progressing to 
the next step of enabling broader external access to that content will require DRM, 
in order to maximise their investment and declare their resources truly �reusable�.

It is now recognised that LOs granular approach is the most efÞ cient way of 
publishing volatile material and solving the reusability customisability problem. 
Nevertheless complex legal issues can arise when content is jointly authored by 
individuals or organisations whose policies place different restrictions on its use. 
Similarly, combining fees, royalties and or attribution requirements becomes an 
issue in cases where content is aggregated from learning objects that may have 
been separately authored27. 

What second generation DRM is not about

To summarise the shift in DRM thinking it is useful to consider the hallmarks 
of the Þ rst generation of thinking. This can often be characterised by: 

� policing/enforcement 

� essentially about monitoring copyright violation 

� premised around static content entities

� model of content delivery and consumptions

� authorisation based on hierarchical roles 

� possession being 9/10 the law (have content can distribute).

27 IEEE White paper: Friesen, N. Mourad, M. Robson, R. 2003. Towards a Digital Rights Expression 
Language Standard for Learning Technology. P7,8.  
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Why is DRM important? 

An effective DRM strategy will overcome the inefÞ ciencies associated with conventional 
copyright licensing activity, such as that conducted in the VET sector in the past. 
Some commonly quoted concerns:

� licensing is more complex than it might appear: see Copyright Licensing 
Checklist 

� staff time and legal costs involved in negotiating and documenting licenses 

� misunderstandings arise easily and consume resources 

� legal mistakes are often made: see Common Licensing Mistakes 

� potentially valuable uses are deterred; opportunities lost 

� need to improve networked collaboration

� alternatively legal niceties are simply ignored; copyright is infringed

� development of material goes unrewarded

� need for free ß ow of resources between educational institutions and other 
organisations such as libraries and collecting institutions  

� potential improvements are not attempted. 

The need for brokering agents such as AEShareNet were seen to help establish
a quicker, simpler and cheaper system for copyright licensing in the VET sector 
which addressed some of these difÞ culties. 
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Section 5: Approaches to rights management 

DRM and Metadata

Metadata can deal with a certain amount of basic rights information. For instance 
the IEEE LOM28 has a number of Þ elds, which can articulate some rights related 
information. This currently includes:

� Roles

� Relation

� And a speciÞ c Rights category, which deals with describing cost, copyrights 
and basic conditions of use (cost, copyright and other restrictions, and 
description). While these elements can contain a binary response, any 
copyright statements can be included under the description element. 

Such metadata however cannot deal with the more complex rights concerns such 
as acquisition, creation, distribution, e-commerce models, transfer, constraints 
and jurisdictions. What has therefore emerged is the use of Rights Expression 
Languages (RELs) to accommodate these requirements. 

Acknowledging that this rights category currently provides the absolute minimum 
level of detail only, the IEEE LTSC29 is considering how to utilise a standardised 
rights expression language with the LOM metadata standard. However this presents 
problems as the REL must be compatible as structured data and have compatible 
bindings. If the languages are bound in XML, for example, namespaces and element 
names must be compatible. 

More speciÞ cally, as pointed out in an IEEE LTSC Discussion paper: 

� �LOM is a data model. The LTSC is working on several bindings, not all of which 
are XML based. To be �included in LOM� a rights expression language must 
also be abstracted as a data model. 

� Assuming that a rights expression language is given in XML and that �inclusion 
in LOM� is restricted to an XML binding of LOM, the XML for both standards 
must be compatible. If, for example, an XML binding of LOM is taken to be a 
schema, then so must the rights expression language be a schema. Similarly, 
if both use name spaces, possible conß icts must be resolved. 

� LOM and a rights expression language must have the same (or compatible) 
extension mechanisms.�

Administrative Metadata translates into digital rights. DRM holds the key to locking 
or unlocking access, and this is a critical tool to ensure appropriate use.

28 The IEEE LOM notes that this standard provides a minimum level of detail, and future versions intend to 
extend this category.

29 LOM working group within the Learning Technology Standards Committee.
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Open Licenses

While this project engages with one speciÞ c REL (ODRL), for the development of 
the Demonstrator, this report also covers consideration of MPEG REL. There is also 
evidence of a growing interest in education for open publishing models, such as 
the Budapest Open Access Initiative or the General Public Licence (GPL30) model. 
Open license agreements would make all items freely available for public use, 
and not commercial gain. However as Dalziel (2000)31  notes, such public licence 
arrangements do little to address the IP issues for most content developers. These 
new models are emerging in response to escalating commercial journal costs 
and restrictive publishing practices, which are perceived as disenfranchising the 
journal authors from their own intellectual property. Open publishing models 
require new DRM strategies that emphasize fair use, protection of intellectual 
property from misuse, and multiple subscription models, which include both fee-
based and non-fee based access. The Open License approach however is more 
a business model than a sophisticated DRM approach. As such the spirit of any 
Open Licence initiative could be captured in any DREL based licensing agreement. 
Nevertheless, as a business model it is almost always commercially unacceptable to 
owners of works in copyright to provide relatively unrestricted downstream licenses 
unless heavily negotiated (expensive) and rewarded/compensated (also expensive).

But careful consideration does need to be given to the possible beneÞ ts of the 
Australian education community if it was able to make product available as �Australian 
Community Source� (a variant of GPL and Open Source where use is constrained 
to Australian organisations).

Emergence of RELs 

Rights expression languages are used to specify the set of permissions that are 
given to users (and intermediaries such as agents and libraries) and the conditions 
and obligations that have to be satisÞ ed for these permissions to be exercised. 
Presently there are two main RELs which are being considered by the IEEE for 
endorsement: ODRL and MPEG (XrML).

To quote from the IEEE/LTSC Discussion paper (2003)32, �Digital rights 
management often depends on information security (eg on encryption techniques, 
digital signatures, and on secure authorisation protocols) but also involves complex 
issues ranging from legal constraints to e-commerce models and usability. In this 
context, digital rights expression languages play a key role. Rights expression 
languages are used to specify the set of permissions that are given to users 
(and mid-tier entities such as distributors and libraries) and the conditions and 
obligations that have to be satisÞ ed for these permissions to be exercised.�

30 Refer Glossary.
31 Dalziel, J 2000. Integrating computer assisted assessment with textbooks and question banks: options 

for enhancing learning, Fourth International CAA conference, June, Loughborough University, UK. 
32 IEEE Discussion paper: A Report of the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee Digital Rights 

Expression Language Study Group.
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REL Function

�A rights expression language can neither resolve legal questions nor create a 
policy for collecting fees, but it must be able to identify rights associated with 
component learning objects and with contributing authors as distinct from rights 
associated with aggregate works. A rights language can associate multiple fee 
conditions with components, as well as with aggregate works. This characteristic, 
which is supported in existing rights languages, is of special importance learning, 
education and training33. 

The following are REL attributes suggested by IEEE/DREL paper.

� All of this illustrates that a digital rights expression language must be able to 
express conditions dependent upon reÞ ned classiÞ cations of users and providers. 

� A rights expression language for e learning must be compatible with the 
existing e-learning standards program. 

� A rights expression language for use in learning, education and training must 
be able to express conditions associated with attribution and intellectual Þ delity. 

� This emphasizes the need for a rights language to express local policies and 
rights frameworks and to support the derivation and instantiation of rights from
a combination of local and global contexts.

� A digital rights expression language must be able to express rights derived 
from a combination of learning context and from policies, laws, and procedures 
associated with groups or individuals engaged in the learning process.

This suggests, that a digital rights expression language for e learning must be able 
to handle rights policies as well as rights. One approach to this might be to create 
a standardized digital rights policies expression language. Since policies are local 
in nature, a rights expression language would likely not include policy expressions 
itself but would instead reference local policies via an appropriately identiÞ ed URI.�

A standardized vocabulary might include types of people involved in the creation 
and consumption of e learning:

� Author

� Editor

� Manager

� Instructional designer

� Administrator (ie learning or training administrator)

� Student

� Teacher 

33 IEEE/LTSC DREL WG White paper
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Such a vocabulary might also include sectors involved in learning, education
and training:

� Education

� Commercial

� Government.

There are many existing speciÞ cations that may be considered to be rights 
expression languages. ODRL and MPEG REL are the more general and perhaps 
the ones that are getting the most attention in industries related to learning, 
education and training.

ODRL � Open Digital Rights Language

This is an open source language developed by IPR systems Australia34 it allows a 
publisher to associate speciÞ c rights and permissions to a learning object. These 
include:

� Modify

� Costs

� Jurisdiction

� User groups.

For this project it has allowed us to build rights templates in order to simplify the 
potential complexity of rights offers. 

�ODRL is an XML rights expression language developed by the international ODRL 
Initiative. Information on the ODRL Initiative and the current speciÞ cation is available 
at http://odrl.net. ODRL has been formally adopted by the Open Mobile Alliance 
(formerly the WAP Forum) as the standard for rights information over mobile content, 
and recently published as a Note by the W3C. ODRL has also been adopted by 
some large companies and has been incorporated into the international COLIS 
Project that shows the feasibility of integrating �rights-enabled� learning objects 
across numerous course and content management systems, digital repositories
of learning objects, and library e-reserve systems. The COLIS project has proven 
that ODRL meets the requirements of the education sector and application 
proÞ les have been developed for IMS Content Packaging and LOM.

ODRL is based on a model that establishes relationships among assets, parties, 
and rights. Assets are digital objects identiÞ ed by a globally unique identiÞ er. 
Parties are people or organizations that can also be rights holders. Rights include 
permissions, constraints, requirements, and conditions. The primary relationships 
in ODRL are offers and agreements, both of which can be made or revoked. 

34 ODRL: Open Rights Expression Language. http://ODRL.net
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Agreements transform offers into formal contract licenses. In addition, ODRL includes 
the notion of a context that can modify an asset, party, permission, constraint, 
requirement, or condition.

In ODRL, offers can be hierarchical. Assets maybe considered as individual or 
aggregates, although separate rights may be assigned to parts of assets that have 
their own identiÞ er. ODRL can also reference roles by pointing to an external 
source and taxonomy as well as supporting the International Library Federations 
�works, expressions, manifestations, item� model. ODRL includes an extensive 
vocabulary of permissions, constraints, requirements, rights holder descriptions, 
and contexts. A data dictionary deÞ nes these. As part of its extensibility scheme, 
ODRL allows the deÞ nition of alternative data dictionaries for these types
of elements.�35

The Learning Feder@tion has been investigating the use of ODRL, as the XML 
schema for rights expressions. More recently ODRL is under consideration in the 
education sector by IMS and IEEE LTSC and the Open Mobile Alliance (OMA). 

The OMA was formed in June 2002 by the Open Mobile Architecture Initiative 
and the WAP Forum, together with over 200 companies representing the world�s 
leading mobile operators, device and network suppliers, information technology 
companies, and content providers. The OMA adopted the ODRL rights expression 
language to describe the rights governing the usage of mobile content as it provided 
the best mechanisms to addresses its requirements such as enabling preview of 
content, expressing a range of different permissions and constraints, optimisation 
of rights objects delivered over constrained bearers, and super distribution. 
Mobile devices, such as Nokia phones, are now appearing on the market that 
include ODRL interpreters in the core operating software, thus enabling a trusted 
path from content repository to end usage device.

MPEG DREL  

The goal of MPEG-21 is to deÞ ne the technology needed to support the exchange, 
access, consumption, trade and manipulation of digital items in an efÞ cient, 
transparent and interoperable way. However, as its name implies, MPEG 
stakeholders are primarily associated with video content and requirements
that have informed its development have not been primarily sourced from
the education and training sector.

MPEG-21 is a suite of integrated standards within which is included �a rights 
expression language and a rights data dictionary. The expression language is 
based on XrML and the data dictionary is based on <indecs>.�36

35 Friesan, Mourad, Robson, Towards a Digital Rights Expression Language Standard for Learning 
Technology: A Report of the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee Digital Rights Expression 
Language Study Group, P13.

36 From Freisan et al P16 MPEG.
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�XrML, having its roots with Xerox dating before 1994, is an XML rights expression 
language developed by ContentGuard (http://www.contentguard.com). 
Information on XrML is available at http://www.xrml.org. XrML is currently being 
used as a base document for a standard by the MPEG-21 working group within 
ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29 and is being further developed by a working group within the 
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). 
In addition, the Rights and Rules Working Group (RRWG) of the Open eBook 
Forum (OeBF) has selected XrML as a foundation rights expression language 
for developing detailed material in its Rights Grammar speciÞ cation and has also 
established a formal liaison with MPEG-21. Several companies including Microsoft 
have also adopted XrML.

XrML is designed to express rights, terms, and conditions. XrML expressions are 
licenses that grant rights to principles (people or organizations) associated with 
resources (including digital media) and subject to conditions. Information security 
is woven into the data model used by XrML, as is support for the identiÞ cation of 
Web services. 

XrML offers a core schema, a standard extension schema intended for all uses
of XrML and an additional schema intended for use with digital content or with 
traditional media such as books or music. 

An important assumption underlying XrML is that it will be used by a digital rights 
enforcement system that will recognize no right unless explicitly granted. (This is 
the same as with ODRL.)�37

Other initiatives: DOI � Digital Object IdentiÞ er

The DOI38 was developed by the publishing industry and is now maintained by the 
International DOI Foundation, a non-proÞ t organization. It has wide support in the 
publishing sector and is in commercial use for Journal references (Cross-Ref) 
and eBooks. The DOI is a fee-based service.

In November 2002, there were over 6 million DOI instances in use in the
publishing industry.

The DOI is a GUID that allows resolution of multiple instances of object location 
and is a permanent identiÞ er. With the DOI in the IMS meta-data, it is possible to 
locate the object now and in the future, despite changes in ownership, etc.

Within Australia CAL, the Copyright Agency Limited, has a grant of $500K to trial 
and test DOI. It is currently working on three projects with Universities of Southern 
Queensland and Melbourne and with the TAFE Open Learning Institute of 
Queensland (OLI). The intent is to test out DOI both on the resource acquisition 
side eg putting together learning resources for students, and on the making the

37 Friesan et al P13. XrML
38 Further information about DOI is available at http://www.doi.org.
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organisationally owned resources available but tracked to others. In this environment, 
CAL is positioning DOI, as the enabler for digital content management and to this 
end has become a DOI registering agency. 

�DOI meets many important requirements of the publishing and related communities: 
It permits the incorporation of existing identiÞ er schemes like UPC and ISBN, it 
solves problems of URL persistence by providing a level of indirection, it allows 
descriptive metadata to be associated with digital objects by linking to metadata 
standards like Dublin Core, LOM, and ONIX, and it uses open standards with a 
standard syntax (ANSI/NISO Z39.84�2000). 

Although not a rights expression language in the sense deÞ ned by the IEEE 
discussion paper, one of DOI�s core functions is to enable automated copyright 
management for all types of media. To this end DOI has adopted the <indecs> 
approach and will implement a subset of the indecs2 dictionary.�39

SCORM

Apart from Metadata, another important related initiative is the set of speciÞ cations 
and standards that make up the Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative�s 
Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM). 

Given that SCORM references both standards and speciÞ cations, it functions as
a de facto standard but has not yet achieved the �stability� of a standard. As a 
consequence a number of compatibility issues can arise. 

SCORM not only includes metadata but also now includes a sequencing 
speciÞ cation that instructs learning delivery systems in what order and under what 
conditions to deliver speciÞ c learning assets. If a system is to respect the rights 
associated with a learning asset, which may preclude or restrict its delivery or form 
of delivery, information on rights will need to be processed together with 
sequencing information.

However this would necessitate a complex assignment of RELs throughout the 
content nodes, and a possible Rights enforcement engine. 

Questions like this cannot be resolved without an agreed upon model of rights 
enforcement in learning technology. Moreover, they may bring into play licensing 
restrictions of digital rights management systems involving patent claims.40

39 Friesan et al P14. 
40 IEEE White paper: A Report of the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee Digital Rights 

Expression Language Study Group. P11.
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Section 6: Our project approach

The project methodology has involved two aspects:

� This report (theoretical and practical considerations for a DRM approach to 
rights management); and,

� The Learning Object Exchange (LOX) demonstrator (developed for 
implementation during the second half of the project). 

The approach included literature search, team based �think tank� sessions, contributing 
to IP&C projects, and working on a theoretical framework to inform the rights 
offers relevant to exchanging or trading learning Objects within the VET sector. 
This involved an analysis of current practices within the current regulatory environment, 
regarding resource development and marketing. From this and future LO based 
scenarios, we developed a number of typical or likely use-cases by which rights 
descriptions can be modeled. 

Below is a diagram conceptualising the areas of inß uence for framing our Rights/
Offers for this project. It is an attempt to depict the possible agents of inß uence, 
which could impact on this. However it must be emphasised that while these are 
considered in our theoretical treatment (the report), for practical purposes for the 
demonstrator, we could only engage with two main areas of consideration: 
AEShareNet and use-cases.

Diagram 2: Possible agents of inß uence for developing rights offers in
VET sector.
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For the Þ nal phase of the project, we used a Learning Object Exchange system
to enable participating institutions to trial the exchange of LOs to test the many of 
the issues cited above. The proposed system is developed by IPR Australia and 
is based on open standards software (Java, JSP and XML). It is a unique system 
based on ODRL. It also complies with the speciÞ cations of the IMS Global 
Learning Consortium to enable interoperability with other learning object 
management systems. The system is more fully described in Section 7: LOX 
Functional Requirements & Walkthrough.

Participating TAFE Institutions provided LOs and collectively determined appropriate 
rights descriptions/agreements for the exchange of objects appropriate for the 
VET sector. 

The trial was positioned as a low risk, fast track method for the VET community to 
explore the viability of a VET system wide LO exchange and the viability of attributed 
rights management. This was conducted in a way that is not incompatible in terms 
of positioning, business licenses and standards with the AEShareNet service.

The basis for our approach is premised on the following: 

� In order for maximum return on investment to be gained from Learning Object 
content development, a system of embedding or attaching rights to these 
objects is a crucial way forward (alternative methods of DRM are discussed
in Section 2: Understanding DRM).

� Many Learning Objects will increasingly include material sourced from commercial 
publishers or collecting institutions. The usage rights for this material may not 
be compatible with a homogenous license model. Rights enabled exchanges 
can allow this material to be used and the agreements honoured.

� The focus on Return on Investment is also encouraging LO creators and re-creators 
to make their LOs available to commercial sectors or education systems from 
other countries.

� It is increasingly desirable to share 3rd party Content provided for internal 
educational use. It is essential that third party commercial use or international 
use be appropriately cleared, reported and managed.

� The Project is seeking to determine a range of agreements that cover a �for free� 
sharing model as well as for fee. Some content traded for free may be included 
in other content that is trade for fee.

Learning Object Digital Rights Management System Functions

Our conceptual digital rights management system and Learning Object
Exchange (LOX) has a combination of educational institution functions
and administrative functions.

The digital rights management system has a number of functional modules. 
These modules include:
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� Content Descriptions � LOs can be described using IMS Metadata

� Rights Options � Various terms and conditions can be negotiated for each LO

� Rights Licenses � The acceptance of an option/s creates a legal agreement 
between the parties. This agreement is embedded in the IMS manifest. This 
has to include Moral Rights as per Australian IP& Copyright Law41.

� License Payments � Handles the payment of fee-determined by the LO�s owner/s 
(particularly where bundles of rights are included due to aggregation of LO�s)

� Royalty Payments � Handles the payments of royalties to rights Holders 
(Administrative)

� Workß ow Approval � LOs can be approved before becoming live on the 
system (Administrative)

� Reporting � Various Þ nancial and usage reports can be generated (Administrative)

The conceptual digital rights management system and LOX is currently not considered 
as necessary in the day-to-day process of delivering content to students, as it is 
not envisaged that we will be practicing enforced digital rights management.
The teachers or courseware administrator do have a need to interact with the digital 
rights management system. If a content publisher wants other people/personnel 
to use their LO then they need access to the digital rights management system 
and/or the repository which stores the REL of the Learning Object.

The LOX�s role is to make the discovery and trade more efÞ cient and to systematise 
the rights agreements so that down stream systems such as LMS/LCMS can 
accurately interpret and act on the agreement. One critical goal in the Australian 
Vocational Education and Training system is to eliminate, in a timely way, the 
administrivia paper chase teachers and administrators encounter when trying
to assemble LO�s into lesson plans and courses.

There are four roles the LOX supports:

Administrator � supports the maintenance of users, creation of template offers, 
and conÞ rmation of content for publication. 

Author � (teacher, lecturer and/or instructional designer) supports the creation of 
new content (and submit to administrator) and searching and content acquisition.

Customer � (Vet Institution or private/corporate training provider) supports 
searching and acquisition of content namely teacher/instructional designer for this 
ANTA project.

Anonymous � supports searching content (called casual user for ANTA project).

41 Ref: http://www.law.gov.au/www/securitylawHome.nsf/0/
4CB104F0C2FDE02FCA256B8800815E30?OpenDocument&highlight=authors%20moral%20rights 
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Roles and terminology

The table below sets out the roles and processes as we deÞ ned them for the 
purposes of this project.

ANTA Business Role ANTA PILOT 
Role Name Permitted Functions Ofß ine Requirement

Designated role
of Publisher. 
Responsible for 
assigning metadata 
and loading LOs to 
the repository Can 
also Acquire 
objects

Author Can be 
a teacher, 
instructional 
designer, 
Project 
manager or 
whoever else is 
approved by an 
Institution to 
create and 
submit LOs
to LOX

� Search for LOs

� Acquire LOs

� Add m/data

� Can view/edit any Þ elds
(but only view not change 
templates) Page 3: Points
1-5 Page 8

� Does not give approval for 
Þ nal loading of LOs 
(Administrator)

� Can create LOs (and submit 
for acceptance),

Instructor/
Presenter

ID/Teacher � Cannot edit

� Preview LOs including offer 
templates (names only)

� Can Acquire LOs

Casual User � Default: Non logged in User

� Can search LOs but not 
acquire

� Can view offers (names)

ANTA LOX System 
and Business 
Administrator 

Administrator � Has full access and rights
to make any changes/
modiÞ cations to offer 
templates.

� Can create new templates
if there is a persistent need.

� Can identify new parties and 
change access rights. Can 
delete templates*

� Is the only one who can 
approve parties participating 
in LOX (add/remove 
manually)42

� Can give Þ nal approval for 
loading of LOs to LOX

Administrator needs 
to be conversant with 
copyright/IP legal 
frameworks and 
policies. Helps 
orchestrate 
agreements/ 
templates between 
major parties and or 
agencies. Acts as an 
enforcer of the 
appropriate VET 
business models/
agreements.

42 Out of scope for Demonstrator
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LOX ANTA WALKTHROUGH

DATE: 2003-12-05

1 Administrator

After logging in as the Administrator, the following screen (Figure 1)
is displayed:

Rights Templates To Create a new Rights Offer Template, select the �rights templates�
option under the �Learning Objects� menu on the left-hand panel on
the screen.

The below window (Figure 2) will then be displayed.

The existing Rights Templates can be selected and edited.

To create a new Template, select the �add template� button.

FIGURE 1. Administrator Login Home Page

FIGURE 2. RIghts Template Maintenance Screen
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The follow screen (Figure 3) will then be displayed.

This screen includes the full set of rights options. The Administrator
can now enter and select the appropriate information. The Template
Name and Description should also provide adequate textual overview
of the rights offer.

When completed, select the �save and goto list� button.

Admin Review The Administrator can also approve Learning Objects when they are
submitted by Authors. Select the �admin review� option under the
�Learning Objects� menu on the left-hand panel on the screen. The
following screen (Figure 4) will then be displayed.

FIGURE 3. Rights Offer Template Screen
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Select the Learning Object from the list (radio button on the right)
and the select the �admin review� link under the �learning object
details� section. (The other links in that section allow the
Administrator to review the complete metadata of the LO.)

The below screen (Figure 5) will then be displayed.

Select the �accept� button to approve the learning object.

FIGURE 4. Approve LO Screen

FIGURE 5. LO Review Details
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The following screen (Figure 6) will then be displayed:

Enter any feedback into the text fields and select the �update�
button. This information is then available for the Author to also
review, and for the author to accept and confirm before the LO is
made live in the database.

FIGURE 6. LO Review Feedback
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2 Author

After logging in as an Author, the following screen (Figure 7) will be
displayed:

Creating a new LO Select the �publish new LO� option under the �manage LO� menu on
the left-hand panel on the screen.

The following screen (Figure 8) will then be displayed:

FIGURE 7. Author Home Page

FIGURE 8. Publish New LO Screen
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The eight sections of this screen capture the metadata and resources
for the LO. Each section needs to be selected and the subsequent
fields entered. Sections 1 to 6 capture the standard IEEE LOM
metadata. Section 8 is to ensure the Author is aware of the
publishing terms and conditions.

Section 7 allows the Author to either select from one of the rights
templates or to enter the complete rights offer details.

Choosing the �select rights template� option will display the below
screen (Figure 9):

Select the rights template, then click on the �select and goto menu�
button.

When all 8 sections are completed, the boxes on the right-hand side
will show �ticks� to indicate this (see Figure 8). The Author can then
select the �submit document� button. The LO will then be made
available to the Administrator for formal review and approval.

Author Review To Be Completed.

FIGURE 9. Select Rights Template
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3 Customer

After logging in as a Customer, the screen (see Figure 10) will display
a �quick search� and �browse Subjects� options. Enter keywords for
the search or select/click on the subject term for browsing.

The result of the search/browse will then be displayed (see Figure
11).

Click on the title to see the details of a specific Learning Object.

FIGURE 10.Search and Browse Screen

FIGURE 11.Search/Browse Result Screen
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The following screen (Figure 12) will then be displayed. This screen
shows some of the metadata about the Learning Object and the full
rights offer details.

The Customer can then review all this information and decide to
continue with the transaction. If so, then the Customer can select
the �acquire lo� button.

(Note, if this button does not appear, it indicates that the Customer
has already acquired this LO and should appear in the Customer�s
�my list� of LOs - see Figure 14.)

FIGURE 12.LO Details Screen
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The Customer will the see the License (or Agreement) screen (Figure
13).

This screen repeats the details of the rights offer to ensure that the
Customer is aware of the details.

Additionally, if any of the Constraints require further information,
then the Customer is asked to provide these. In the case shown in
Figure 13, the Customer must enter the Identifier for the Group
constraint.

The Customer can then select the �accept� button.

FIGURE 13.License Details Screen
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Once the LO is accepted, the license is generated and the LO
becomes part of the Customers individual �my list� of Learning
Objects, as shown below (Figure 14):

The Customer can then export the Learning Object, by selecting the
LO and clicking on the �export selected� button. The LO will be
exported in a standard zipped IMS Content Package with the RIghts
attached.

FIGURE 14.My List Screen
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Diagram 3: process for development of template offer screens.

Step 1: Represents the factors of inß uence which shape possible use case 
development and licensing requiremnts. Ref previous Diagram 2. 

Step 2: Project team discussed the likely roles and produced narrative scenarios 
from which the team developed a set of variables upon which the licence offers 
were based.

Step 3: Based on the roles and variables, project team developed a range of 
scenarios or use-cases within the IEEE DREL WG43 template  in order to focus 
more succinctly on typical licensing requirements.

Step 4: The requirements of these scenarios were then interpreted to develop
a set of likely permissions and constraints relevant to the scenario.

Step 5: A master matrix of permissions and constraints was developed and then 
reduced to a series of set options, which aims to be inclusive of the most likely 
licence offers. The master offer screen in Diagram 4 was the outcome of this 
process. 

Step 6: The Offer templates trialled in the demonstrator for feedback.

43 See Appendix 3.
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Section 7: LOX Functional Requirements
Overview

This document outlines the new technical functional requirements for the LOX 
software to meet the needs of the ANTA DRM project.

The supported format of the Learning Objects are deÞ ned by the COLIS ODRL 
and LOM proÞ le documents. These are available from:

http://www.iprsystems.com/COLIS/COLIS-ODRL-ProÞ le-06.pdf

http://www.iprsystems.com/COLIS/COLIS-LRM-ProÞ le-03.pdf

The proÞ les limit the metadata Þ elds of the LOM and ß at structure of Resources
in the Content Package and signiÞ cantly expands the rights metadata.

There are four user roles that LOX supports:

� Administrator � supports the maintenance of users, creation of Template 
offers, and conÞ rmation of content for publication

� Author � supports the creation of new content (and submit to Administrator),
and searching and content acquisition

� Customer � supports searching and acquisition of content (called �Teacher/
Instructional Designer� for ANTA)

� Anonymous � supports searching content (called �Casual User� for ANTA).

The ANTA LOX Demonstrator will include support for Template Offers and an 
expanded list of rights vocabulary terms.

2 Template Offers

Overview

A template offer is a convenient and quick way to create offers for LOs. An administrator 
can create template offers that can then be Selected and used by authors of LOs. 
A new �Template Offers� menu item will be available for the administrator user.

The administrator will have a range of named offers that can be created and edited 
and removed. Each offer simply has a selection from the full range of possible rights 
variables (eg Permissions, Constraints, and Requirements). These named templates 
are then available to the individual authors of LOs to use for assigning offers.

Technical Details

The administrator shall have a screen to manage of list of named template offers. 
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Creating a new template offer will invoke a screen with the full set of rights variables. 
The administrator shall select and enter data for the items to appear (and only 
appear) in this template.

An appropriate (unique) name shall be supplied for this Template Offer.
The administrator also has the ability to modify and delete existing Template offers. 
Existing offers that have been created using modiÞ ed/deleted Template offers 
shall not be changed (or deleted). The author will then see a list of template offers 
when they are Assigning rights offers. (The author will still has the ability to select 
from the full rights options as well.) The author can then choose one of these 
template offers to appear with their LO. The author cannot modify the template 
offer details. They only select the offer title as a whole.

3 Sceanrios

Administrator

The Administrator creates a new Template Offer. She selects the menu option
on the screen and is presented with a complete list of permissions/constraints.
She selects a small subset of these. At the top of the screen the Administrator enters 
the name and comprehensive description of the template offer and clicks on the 
save button. Later, the Administrator wishes to add an additional constraint to the 
newly created Template Offer. She sees the complete list of template offers on the 
screen and selects the desired one, then the modify button. The complete list of 
permissions/constraints are displayed with the ones active to the Template Offer 
selected. She selects one more constraint from the complete list, then clicks on 
the update button.

Author

An Author is creating a new Learning Object and gets to the Rights screen. He sees 
a list of all the template offers and their descriptions. He likes to see the detail of 
one of them, and clicks on the �show details� button. A screen is presented showing 
all the permission/constraint options that are part of this template. (This is a read-
only screen). He likes the options and closes the window. He then chooses this 
Template Offer from the list and then clicks on the save � and continue button.

Note: The author did not have to view the details of the template Offer in the above 
scenario. He could have selected it based on the textual description from the Þ rst list.

Note: the Author still has the option of selecting the complete list of permissions/
constraints screen if they wish to enter the details themselves.

Customer

A customer searches the LOX repository and Þ nds an LO of interest. She views 
the details of the LO which includes the textual description of the Offer (from the 
template). She is happy with it and acquires the LO.

Note: Like the author, the customer would also have a �show details� button next to the 
offer title.
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4 Rights Vocabulary

The vocabulary used in the ANTA LOX Demonstrator has been expanded from 
the original COLIS LOX Demonstrator. A sample ODRL Offer screen is shown in 
Diagram 4 below.

A live version is available at http://www.iprsystems.com/ANTA/ANTA-Offer-06.html44

Diagram 4: VET LOX  Offer Screen

The Offer Template Name and Description are text Þ elds for display to the users. 
The administrator should enter appropriate text in these Þ elds to convey the terms 
and conditions selected, as this will be the main mechanism that the LO authors 
will use and select from the template offers.

Permission Groups

The individual ODRL Permissions have been grouped into three higher level groups:

� Usage (includes Display, Print, Play, and Execute)

� Adaptation (includes Modify, Excerpt, Annotate, and Aggregate)

� Transfer/Republish (includes Give, Sell).

The groups are to aid the user in selecting the permissions. The LOX software 
will interpret the selection of a group as the same as selecting all the individual 
permissions. 

44 For duration of November 2003 � February 2004.
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At least one permission group must be selected.

ODRL Example

If the user selects the Usage group, the following will be generated as part of the 
ODRL output:

<permission>

<display/>

<print/>

<play/>

<execute/>

</permission>

Constraints

The Constraints include the following:

� Count � which includes a popup menu of potential values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 100, 
500, 1000).

� Territory � includes a popup menu of potential values (Australia, New 
Zealand). Note: this maps to the ODRL <spatial> constraint using the 
(hypothetical) URIs of urn:iso3166:au and urn:iso3166:nz

� Time Range � includes a popup menu of potential values (14 Days, One Year).

Note: When the corresponding Agreement is created, the time range will be converted into 
an ODRL date range element starting from the date of the agreement

� Purpose � includes a popup menu of potential values (Public Education, 
Commercial Training). Note, the (hypothetical) URIs of urn:anta.gov.au:vocab:
public-edu and urn:anta.gov.au:vocab:comm-train will be used.

� Group � the actual ID URI will be obtained at the time the Agreement is created.

� Contextualise � includes a text box of any remarks for the acquirer to be aware of.

Note: this maps to the ODRL <recontext> constraint.

Each constraint can also be further reÞ ned to apply to a speciÞ c set of 
permissions � via the checkboxes under the �Apply to Permission Groups� section.
If any of these are selected, then the constraint only applies to those permissions. 
Otherwise, the constraint applies to all permissions.

Note: there are no requirements for any constraints to be selected. If any of the �Apply To� 
permission groups are selected, then they must have also been selected in the main 
Permission Groups checkboxes.
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ODRL Example

If the user selects the Territory and Contextualise constraints, the following will be 
generated as part of the ODRL output:

<constraint>

<spatial>

<context>

<uid>urn:iso3166:au</uid>

</context>

</spatial>

<recontext>

<context>

<remark>This LO cannot be used in advertising of commercial products

</remark>

</context>

</recontext>

</constraint>

If the user selects the Count constraint with the Usage �apply to� permission 
group, and Purpose constraint with the Adaptation �apply to� permission group, 
the following will be generated as part of the ODRL output:

<permission>

<display/>

<print/>

<play/>

<execute/>

<constraint>

<count>100</count>

</constraint>

</permission>

<permission>

<modify/>
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<excerpt/>

<annotate/>

<aggregate/>

<constraint>

<purpose>

<context>

<uid>urn:anta.gov.au:vocab:public-edu</uid>

</context>

</purpose>

</constraint>

</permission>

Requirements

The Requirements include the following:

� Accept � includes a text box for the text to be displayed and accepted to the 
end user before use of the content.

� Attribution � includes a text box of any remarks the rightsholder wishes the 
acquirer to be aware of when attributing the content.

� Payment � includes a popup menu of potential values (Free, $100.00, 
$200.00, $500.00, $1000.00, $2000.00). Note: The ANTA LOX Demonstrator 
will not support any actual payments.

Note: there are no stipulations for any requirements to be selected.

ODRL Example

If the user selects the Accept and Payment requirements, the following will be 
generated as part of the ODRL output:

<requirement>

<accept>

<context>

<remark>This LO is used under the terms and conditions stipulated in the Rights 
Information metadata.</remark>

</context>

</accept>
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<prepay>

<payment>

<amount currency=�AUD�>100.00 </amount>

</payment>

</prepay>

</requirement>

Summary requirements for a LOX

In summary we see the essential requirements for a Rights enabled LO exchange 
to be:

1 Publishing by a content �owner� or controller including providing all metadata on 
the rightsholders and the content and the establishment of usage �Offers�

2 Discovery by a prospective user based on searching, browsing, metadata and 
previews

3 Licensing of the required Rights to use the content based on a number of rights 
�Offers�

4 Embedding of the speciÞ c License Agreement in the content

5 Securing the content to the level required by personalization and encryption 
using a suite of third party technologies

6 Acquisition and download of the desired, personalized content package by the 
user

7 Accounting establishing pricing, billing users, reporting and disbursing revenues 
to rights holders.

Clearly a standard �repository� such as MERLOT provides functions 2 and 
sometimes 6 (Lots of LO acquisition is by external reference) and possibly some of 
7. It is important to clarify that technically repositories hold the actual multimedia 
object; otherwise they are a metadata catalogue.

Repositories can be internal facing within an organisation (often using an intranet) 
or external facing.
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Section 8: Use cases

Use-cases

Use case scenarios are a critical way to assess the dimensions of the LOX 
requirements. The following scenarios are in two forms:

� Narrative form from which the project team has extracted the salient points for 
determining system roles; semantics and building the license offer environments. 

� Described within a scenario template developed by IEEE Learning Technology 
Standards Committee (LTSC) DREL WG. This template has assisted the 
project team to focus on the key issues, which a digital rights management 
system must accommodate in meeting client needs in the VET sector.

Note that the authors very much encourage readers of this report to submit to the project 
team, narrative scenarios or scenarios within the IEEE template which describe their �real-
world� needs of a digital rights management system.

There are broadly two categories of users of DRM systems:

� Acquirer � accession cycle

� Author/Publisher (copyright owner) � development cycle

From these categories, domains of users were considered:

� RTOs public and private, corporate use

� Individual users in RTOs (eg teachers) at a State, National and International level.

� Commercial providers

� Major public VET publishers (OTEN/WestOne/OLI) and other providers.

Narrative Use-cases for Vocational Education and Training (VET)

Accession cycle

1 Large VET publisher: Instructional designer (ID)/Project manager searches 
LOX45 for appropriate learning objects. Requests a preview or evaluation 
copy (for trial period). IdentiÞ es two that may be of interest, then brieß y 
checks conditions of use. One LO is free and unencumbered by any rights 
however the other requires a nominal payment for any use. ID alerts project 
manager to ensure this can be accommodated by the project budget. 

 ID then previews both LOs. One is obviously suitable, however the ID needs 
to consult with a Subject Matter Expert (SME or teacher) regarding suitability 
of second object. Finally they decide to use one but perhaps trial the other.
The Þ rst is therefore downloaded. The ID then consults with LOX administrator 
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regarding making an offer for trialing purposes only as the current licence 
offer does not cover this occurrence. The administrator contacts46 the LO 
vendor to discuss an appropriate offer. The administrator appreciates that 
this offer might be of value for future exchanges, and subsequently develops 
a separate offer template for trialing purposes. The administrator puts the 
offer up for acceptance by the LO vendor. 

2 Large VET publisher: Instructional designer (ID)/project manager searches 
LOX and Þ nds four learning objects which might be suitable, requests a 
preview of all four. At this point, suitability of the LO is based on conditions
of content, media format and learning design. The ID narrows the choice 
toa possible three LOs. The ID then consults with SME regarding content 
suitability. They both decide only two of the LOs are appropriate. ID then 
does a cursory look at conditions for use for these two. One LO is available 
on unrestricted use; the other has a number of complying conditions.
The LOX administrator47 checks the suitability of template offers. One offer 
is considered appropriate however the other needs to be modiÞ ed. The 
administrator discusses the required changes with the course teacher48 
and/or project manager, and then refers it to the administrator who 
incorporates the changes into a new template. 

3 RTO: Teacher logs onto RTO intranet website to search for LOs. From the 
website the teacher can make a choice about which LOs they want to 
preview and use: 

� unrestricted but with attribution (egg these may have been produced by 
RTO employees).

� some restrictions on changing and revising the LOs (these may have been 
produced by staff in the State system of which the RTO is a part).

� Available commercially but for which payment has already been made.

� Available commercially but for which payment will have to made and the 
teacher or delegate will need to approve payment. The DRM offer details 
are displayed.

Could be other options as well but the types of offers/licences/payments have 
been collected together for ease of use by the teacher/acquirer.

45 LOX: Learning Object exchange: a rights enabled repository.
46 For purposes of demonstrator this would be done externally to the LOX.
47 LOX administrator has full access and rights to make any changes/modiÞ cations to offer templates.
48 Teacher is possibly also consulted here as the likely conditions of use might need to be better understood. 
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Development cycle 

1 Large VET publisher: ID searches Learning Object Exchange (LOX) 
for suitable learning objects. None are found through relevant searches. 
Learning Objects are then developed for a particular course. The author49 
then loads them to the LOX, assigning the necessary metadata and the LOX 
administrator assigns all necessary licensing rights. Price for the new object 
is assigned with a lower fee indicated for those users who are registered the 
LOX compared with those who are not registered.

2 Large VET publisher: ID searches LOX for suitable Learning objects. One 
possible LO is found. A preview/trial copy is viewed in consultation with the 
SME. Both agree it needs re-contextualising for use in a different industry 
area. To see if this is worthwhile, the rights for the object are checked. 
Fortunately the object is available for unrestricted use either unchanged or 
changed. The LO is downloaded, and the development team integrate it into 
another context. The Author then loads the re-contextualised LO into the 
LOX repository and the author or administrator assigns the necessary 
metadata and rights. The re-contextualised LO is now available to users 
according to the licencing conditions displayed with the LO.

3 RTO: Teacher and development team produces a LO applicable in a wide 
variety of discipline areas. LO is submitted through the RTO workß ow 
process and is accepted for installation on the LOX. RTO has already chosen 
Þ ve pre-set template rights offers, which cover the RTO�s requirements. 
Teacher chooses one of the Þ ve template offers which suit their and their 
section�s needs and installs the LO with assigned rights offer in the LOX.

49 Can be a teacher, instructional designer, Project manager or whoever else is approved by an Institution 
to create and submit LOs to LOX.
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Scenarios within IEEE template

Scenario 1
What is the resource in question? Document

What are the permissions being granted? View, print

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Public Education Private education?

Who is issuing the permissions? Author of the document

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

K-12, tertiary

General description of the use case scenario Adult & Community Education teacher writes 
an original document and wants to make it 
available to the widest possible array of 
users for educational purposes

Title of the use case scenario Wide and free educational use of a simple 
document object

Scenario 2
What is the resource in question? Program of study that includes print, audio 

and video

What are the permissions being granted? Play, print, view, adaptation/contextualise

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Public education- feePrivate education- 
higher fee

Who is issuing the permissions? Public RTO

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

VET

General description of the use case scenario Authors in a public RTO produce an OH&S 
program relevant to Cert III in Marine 
Engineering, limited to three competencies- 
workplace hazards, dealing with incidents, 
dealing with OH&S policy. RTO will licence 
re-use the program to other RTOs but at a 
higher cost for private RTO. Adaptation/
contextualisation is allowed

Title of the use case scenario Licencing of a program produced by a public 
RTO with higher fees for private RTO 
acquirers. Program can be adapted
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Scenario 3
What is the resource in question? Print and visual signage

What are the permissions being granted? Print, view, play, copy (is this a type 
of adaptation?)

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Count

Who is issuing the permissions? Publisher

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Anyone

General description of the use case scenario Publisher has produced OH&S signage
for industrial sites according to current 
Australian standards and wants to sell to as 
many users as possible to maximise return 
on investment.

Title of the use case scenario Maximise return on investment for a product, 
the design of which is controlled by 
regulatory authority.

Scenario 4
What is the resource in question? A document with an associated website.

What are the permissions being granted? View, print, execute. Adaptation and 
contextualisation allowed

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

TAFE NSW use- freePublic education 
use- feePrivate RTO- higher fee

Who is issuing the permissions? TAFE NSW (Public RTO)

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Educational providers

General description of the use case scenario TAFE NSW has developed a model for 
assessment validation with an associated 
website which shows the model working in 
practice. It is available for other RTOs for 
a fee, which is higher for public RTOs. 
Adaptation and contextualisation are allowed 
to suit user needs.

Title of the use case scenario Maximum use of a document model with an 
associated website.
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Scenario 5
What is the resource in question? Program of study that includes text and 

interactive self-assessment activities

What are the permissions being granted? View, print, execute, adaptation and 
contextualisation allowed

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Vetting of adaptations required Fee

Who is issuing the permissions? Private RTO

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

VET

General description of the use case scenario Private RTO has developed interactive 
material for Cert II level competency Work 
Effectively with Others for business studies 
area. The material contains reusable material 
for developing Teamwork and can be used 
across of a variety of discipline areas.

Title of the use case scenario Wide application of resources developed by 
Private RTO but vetting of adaptations required.

Scenario 6
What is the resource in question? Video

What are the permissions being granted? View, play

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Fee IdentiÞ ed group use

Who is issuing the permissions? Publishing house

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Anyone

General description of the use case scenario Private publishing house produces a video 
on communication in the workplace and 
wishes to maximise return on investment.

Title of the use case scenario Maximising return on investment by 
requesting payment for use by each group.
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Scenario 7
What is the resource in question? Interactive animation

What are the permissions being granted? View, execute, adaptation, contextualisation, 
transfer-republish

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Public educationPrivate education

Who is issuing the permissions? Public education developer

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Anyone

General description of the use case scenario Developer has produced an animation on 
how to use a compass. Wants to make this 
widely available for educational use to assist 
for example recreational bushwalkers.

Title of the use case scenario Maximising educational use including ability 
to adapt and republish.

Future scenarios

These narrative scenarios assume that RTOs, their students as well as employers 
have fully engaged with learning object and digital rights management systems 
and are out-of-scope for the current demonstrator project.

1 Teacher (workplace trainer) works with an employer and trainee on-site to 
construct a learning program suitable for the trainee and the industry. Learning 
objects are accessed which allow use in training (with author attribution) and 
a learning pathway is constructed to be undertaken in 6 months. Employer 
advises that the trainee will be granted full employment once the learning 
program has been completed. Once the program has been completed teacher, 
employee and employer will construct another short term learning pathway for 
the employee. Employer allocates a small budget to purchase any necessary 
commercial LOs. From the LOX.

2 RTO has a website which provides not only information about its learning 
programs and corporate proÞ le but also acts as an employment clearing house. 
As an employment clearing house, the RTO on its website hosts CVs of 
students as well as information from employers about employment vacancies, 
type of employees they are looking for and so on. The site/portal thus helps 
match prospective employees to employers. However the site also shows pre-
arranged LO pathways constructed of right�s enabled LOs which, if worked 
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through by a student, will give them high priority in obtaining employment with
a particular employer. If the student is enrolled with the RTO then payment for 
any of the learning program LOs will be made through the relevant RTO delegate. 
However if the student is not enrolled, they will pay direct for any commercial 
LOs via credit card or similar. The RTO staff monitor frequently the material in 
the employment clearinghouse to ensure it is up to date and LO pathways are 
appropriate. 
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Section 9: Systems architecture

Evolution of Alternative architectures for the publishing, discovery, 
acquisition and licensing of Learning Resources and Objects.

Finding and Obtaining Learning Material

The Þ rst generation of online learning was conducted by staff that created 
learning resources for delivery to the students of their institute. These Þ rst 
instances utilised a simple web server, however to simplify administration this 
quickly evolved to using a Learning Management System. 

Figure 1: First Generation Learning Site for Internal Use

As online learning resource usage became much greater and in some cases 
evolved into learning objects it became more efÞ cient to utilise a repository to 
store the objects and their various versions separately from the courses in the 
LMS. This aids discovery by other teachers and instructional designers. The 
repository may also manage the metadata associated with the resources/objects 
and their usage. Repositories can also be used to manage and enforce the 
access to objects and resources based on rules. Repositories provide �Access 
Management�.
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Figure 2: Managing Internal Learning Material using a Repository

The Demands of re-use

All sectors of publicly funded education as well as private RTOS: School, 
Vocational and Tertiary are rapidly moving to the online delivery of resources in 
digital form, including communications, interactions and in some cases complete 
courses. However the signiÞ cant investment of development of online courses 
and online resources has driven education systems to investigate ways of re-
using educational content either their own or the material developed by others. 

The simplest way to achieve a degree of re-use was to promote to others the 
availability of material. Discovery exchanges such as Canada�s MERLOT and the 
US�s Education Object Economy and The Gateway to Educational Material (GEM) 
http://www.thegateway.org/ projects enable resources to be found by browsing 
structured categories of course related terms such a �Subject� or using keyword 
searches over a range of structure and freeform metadata.
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Figure 3: Learning Discovery Register

Unfortunately these discovery registers (as depicted in Figure 3 above), can�t 
actually supply the objects or learning material that is being sought nor do they 
provide any consistent detail on the license offers available. These have to be 
obtained outside of the system by email, phone or face to face negotiation which 
takes time as the ground rules for delivery and licensing have to be established 
from scratch for each �deal� as seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Direct negotiation for acquisition of Usage agreements
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Warning: In situations where there are unstructured rights negotiations a vendor 
may not articulate clearly the terms and conditions under which they would be 
prepared to licence their material and a potential acquirer may quite often 
misinterpret the terms of an offer to mean something quite different. Any gap 
in the terms between what is acceptable to the buyer and seller as well as any 
misunderstanding in meaning when agreement has been reached can be legally 
and commercially damaging.

Once material has been located and a usage agreement negotiated the actual 
learning material still needs to be obtained.

Like eBay this is often fraught with coordination and trust difÞ culties. Actual 
delivery could be done by post, courier, by email. It could involve sending a video 
tape, a large �print document� Þ le, a zipped Þ le of web site resources for re-hosting 
or an access login and password to a website.

Note that is very unlikely that the material supplied has been personalised by the 
vendor for the acquirer. In the case of any unauthorised usage of the material it 
may be impossible to identify or prove who the licensed user was who caused or 
allowed the �leakage� to occur or even what the terms of the license was for that 
material.

Figure 5: Coordinating the supply of the Learning Material

The Need to Manage the Licensing Of Learning Material

Online publishing of educational resources and objects purely within the conÞ nes 
of an educational institution may be covered by a statutory licence or a copyright 
exception, but only an explicit licence will provide the ß exibility to communicate a 
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learning resource both to internal students and to other acquirers of the material. 
Content developed by one organisation, whether a commercial content developer, 
a RTO or a university, that is provided to another organisation must have a 
demonstrable and commercially valid title50. 

Too narrow a constraint on the permitted usages of the material contained within 
a course, module or Learning Object devalues the complete package. An invalid 
licence or unlicensed material exposes all organisations using it to legal action as 
well as renders the package unmarketable. 

Hence the exchange of pre-packaged learning material and the need for commercial 
certainty to allow downstream usage and re-usage requires that there are explicit 
licence agreements for each transaction both acquiring inputs �upstream licences� 
in the development of the material but also in �downstream� licensing the 
completed learning material to another party.

Ideally these downstream agreements should be easily evidencible through the 
embedding of the licence with the material or through linking to a Registry. A rights 
registry would hold the details of all of the rights holders in a particular work including 
contributors who may or may not have retained their moral rights over a work.

The status of the moral rights of contributors and the other rights held by the 
publishing rights holder will determine what usage �offers� that party can make to 
others. If the publishing party has not obtained all of the necessary moral rights 
clearances or assignments from contributors then they would not be able to provide 
a licence to others, which allows editing of the material.

AeShareNet was speciÞ cally developed to reduce the complexity of managing the 
exchange of rights between the Education entities. It has three primary functions:

� a Learning Discovery Register

� a Rights Offer Register and

� a Rights Exchange. 

As such it handles metadata and transactions only. It does not hold or transfer the 
actual learning material but trials are commencing for transfer of materials to 
occur on completion of the rights offer. 

50 The interpretation of commercially valid title will vary. At the very least the licensing organisation must 
be able to provide evidence that each element in the Learning material is made available because it 
holds the correct licences to do so or is relying on speciÞ c copyright exceptions or statutory licences. 
And in these cases it needs to document its assumptions as to why the exception or statutory licence 
would apply if provided to another educational body.
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Figure 6: AeShareNet: an example of a Registry and Rights Exchange

A Rights Exchange such as AeShareNet provides the functionality of:

� a publishing service for the publishing rights holder

� a discovery service on behalf of the potential acquirers

� permitting the making of a standardised range of Licence offers with facility 
to customise one offer (AEShareNet-C)

� the acceptance of an offer by the acquirer which converts it into an agreement;

� the issuance and registration of agreements

� the accounting from settlement of the agreements.

Note: that existing agreements can be searched for and read online but currently the 
terms of a usage agreement are not embedded into the acquired materials or the 
Learning Objects.

One of the AeShareNet Licence templates is the �C� or customisable/commercial 
licence (shown in Figure 7). This enables the offer to be customised by the 
publishing organisation. In some cases an acquiring organisation will require 
changes to the customised licence. The terms of these changes are negotiated 
separately from or through the AeShareNet service (either directly or �ofß ine�51), 
and the resulting agreement must be registered with it for evidencing and 
accounting administration. 

51 All licences are negotiated through the service, many are completed totally online, but there is a facility 
to phone/email the licensor if further clariÞ cation is required. It is never a �separate� negotiation � just a 
matter of the preferred medium.
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Figure 7: AeShareNet �C Licence� negotiated separately from the Exchange

The learning material that AeShareNet is trading licences for may be in physical 
form, as digital packages or in IMS compliant Learning Objects. At this stage the 
acquisition of the actual learning material is done separately to the Exchange, 
although it may be facilitated through the use of URL. Note that the system does 
NOT act as a repository for the learning material. Ofß ine or online co-ordination is 
required to obtain the supply of the licensed material.

Figure 8: Separate co-ordination and delivery of acquired Learning Material
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The Next Generation: Rights Enabled Learning Object Exchange

The increasing adoption of IMS and SCORM compliant Reusable Learning 
Objects potentially enables a substantial improvement in the convenience and 
business beneÞ ts from a much higher degree of automation of their licensing and 
administration.

The next generation of the AeShareNet type of service will be the Rights Enabled 
Learning Object Exchange. This would make use of the full potential of the 
strategy of embedding metadata into Learning Objects. 

Figure 9: A Rights Enabled Learning Exchange

A Rights Enabled Learning Object Exchange will:

� retrieve and store the metadata extracted from Learning Objects (including 
rights related metadata)

� make offers to potential acquirers

� execute accepted offers into agreements

� embed an agreement into the metadata of a clone of the Learning Object and 

� provide this customised Learning Object to the acquirer. 

To provide a LO to other organisations the Author52 within a VET organisation 
uploads a master copy of a LO, its metadata and rights offers to an Learning 
Object Exchange. If the metadata is already fully associated with the LO then the 
Exchange will import it. The Author has the opportunity to review the existing 
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imported metadata and provide additional metadata on rights holders, 
contributors, and offers being made. To reduce the sometimes bewildering array 
of choice within an offer and to comply with organisations publishing policies, the 
exchange will provide a number of �Template Offers�53 for users to choose from, 
and if authorised, modify as required54. 

Note: the Exchange manages and holds both the Learning Object Metadata and 
a master copy of the Learning Object being offered. This is called a �publishing 
master� Each time a LO is licences a copy is made from the master and then 
new agreement metadata is embedded into it55. This is the �Licenced LO�. Each 
licenced LO is unique because the agreements metadata is unique for each 
transaction. While technically the LO Exchange includes a repository this can 
often be confused with the repositories located within VET members Firewalls.

In most cases however because of the need to maintain quality and ensure that 
the organisation IP guidelines are maintained, an Administrator takes over the 
management of IP and rights offers policy from the Author and may also be 
responsible for the assignment of other metadata. Organization networking and 
security policy would also normally mandate that the interface between the Learning 
Object Exchange and the organization or group of organizations would go through 
an access management gateway and Þ rewall (blue box depicted in the diagram). 

Figure 10: More formal Access and Licence Offer Management

52 Or another authorised proxy for the author and rights holder.
53 In AeShareNet each Template or Protocol is called a �mark�.
54 ModiÞ cations can be made and negotiated with the licensor.
55 This information will be registered and copy of each agreement kept.
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An authorised staff member from another VET system (2) that is interested in 
acquiring LOs would log into and search the exchange. After Þ nding a list of LOs 
that may fulÞ l the requirements they could view speciÞ c ones and inspect the 
available offers including �evaluation� offers for a limited time period. 

If the terms of the offer are acceptable they can accept it by clicking the �I agree� 
button and provide any required information about, for instance, the groups that 
are going to be using a LO.

Figure 11: Acquirer selects and accepts an offer creating an agreement

The accepted Offer generates an explicit license agreement including the names 
of each of the parties, transaction date and unique number and the terms and 
conditions. The agreement is stored on the system and its key terms, expressed 
in Open Digital Rights Language XML, are embedded in the rights metadata of 
the newly generated Learning Object.

The acquired licensed LO is then transferred by FTP download, eMail or SOAP 
to the organisations Repository where it can be made available to authorised 
individuals or groups for the use based on the permissions and constraints 
expressed in the agreement. 

A full featured LOX allows other educational institutions, even those that do not 
produce their own material (and therefore cannot participate in a barter system) 
to acquire their LOs efÞ ciently. Because the system can make a range of offers 
depending on the type or location of the acquiring institution, a LO can be 
licensed to overseas VET systems where third party rights allow. Full 
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implementations of a Rights Enabled LOX will include the ability to specify and 
manage downstream revenue sharing with resource providers such a publishers 
who have provided a chapter of a book.

Figure 12: A Rights Enable LOX allows transactions with many Acquirers

Learning Content Management and Delivery Systems

It is expected that a number of LCMS and object repositories will be available 
in 2004 that understand the terms and conditions of the agreements that are 
embedded within a Learning Object and will act on them providing or denying 
access and usages based on roles such as student, administrator, teacher, 
researcher.

Distributed Variants of Rights Enabled Learning Exchange

A Rights Enabled Learning Object Exchange does not have to be centralised. 
It is quite possible that the larger VET Systems, Universities and School Systems 
could each have their own trading exchanges for promoting their own material in 
their own way to other education systems in Australia and overseas. 

Each exchange, if based on common metadata and rights expression language 
standards is capable of collaborating with others in sharing and synchronising 
metadata. This allows a search conducted through one exchange to locate 
Learning Objects held and managed through one of the other exchanges. Once 
a desired Learning Object is located the acquirer is transferred to the LOX that is 
�publishing� the desired LO where an agreement is able to be entered into and the 
LO downloaded.
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Figure 13: Distributed Exchanges with Metadata sharing.

The important factor with distributed or federated exchanges is determining the 
frequency and mechanism of the sharing of the metadata. The frequency of 
synchronising of the metadata will vary depending on how often the status of 
Learning Objects changes. However it will be most important to settle on a 
protocol to automatically identify the metadata that has changed for the learning 
objects that each member of a federation is interested in. Examples of these 
protocols exist in the Museum and Library environment.
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Section 10: Issues and Recommendations 

What has been achieved by this project

1 Demonstrator

The demonstrator provides an implementation of a DRM approach using an 
integrated rights expression language. By developing a demonstrator, the 
project team have been better able to get feedback on a systems based 
approach and also tease out the issues from actual �hands on� conceptual 
development. SpeciÞ cally the demonstrator has provided insights concerning:

� LO systems workß ow and integration

� Development of appropriate rights offers

� Systems access and administration

� Appropriateness of DRM for various RTOs

� RELs and their suitability and association with LOs

� Use of a vocabulary which maps to both legal and LO terminology

� Upstream and downstream rights management

� Systems roles of both the acquirer and contributor

� The nature of LOs, their life cycle, and a need for a broader understanding 
of reusability

� A likely set of functional speciÞ cations for a LOX

� Highlighting the difference in functions between repositories and exchanges.

The demonstrator can also provide the basis for the requirements and 
implementation of a future LOX test-bed project. 

2 Rights offer Templates

One of the main outcomes was producing an offer template generator enabling 
quick and easy rights offers for LOs by administrators. Properly implemented, 
the concept of rights templates helps simplify the interpretation and assigning 
of rights relating to any Rights Enabled LOs (RELOs). With the development of 
a small range of offers (such as the ones generated for this project) teachers 
and non-copyright savvy people can easily interpret simply expressed rights 
descriptions relating to RELOs. 

The template interface has proved to be a useful matrix of rights associated 
elements which even in a non live environment can provide a handy way to 
develop associated rights offers based on use cases.
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3 A set of recommendations for ANTA in regard to DRM

These are set out at the end of this section. 

4 Contribution to LTSC/DREL working group

The practical grounding of the demonstrator has helped inform the 
requirements-gathering activity of the IEEE LTSC DREL Working Group.
In turn, this should have beneÞ cial implications for the development of the 
IEEE-endorsed Guidelines document concerning the use of RELs in learning, 
education, and training. SpeciÞ cally, this contribution has included: 

� The submission of use cases relating to the trade or exchange of learning 
resources. 

� Contribution to the development of a DRM use case template for VET56 
in Australia.

� Provision of direct feedback in terms of our likely business requirements 
across the training and industry sector.

� Finer consideration as to appropriateness of RELs (both generically and 
speciÞ cally).

� Information relating to issues in relation to DRM from a VET perspective. 

In addition, through making these contributions the team has been able to 
validate their own scoping work against those of an international stakeholder 
group. Of particular signiÞ cance to any ongoing work related to our project is 
the standardisation of MPEG REL (via ISO-endorsed processes).
Given that more than one REL has already been progressing through formal 
standardisation the LTSC DREL WG has determined that it needs to match 
requirements articulated by the education and training community against more 
than one REL (speciÞ cally, ODRL and MPEG REL, and proÞ les of these 
languages).

5 AEShareNet 

� Demonstrated the need for exchange, or trade and share, functionality as 
a key component of VET repository infrastructure.

� ClariÞ ed the necessity to address copyright/licensing in any re use of 
learning resources/objects irrespective of whether that reuse is for fee 
or for free between legal entities.

� Highlighted the need for clarity of terminology and process around rights 
management.

56 See Appendix 3.
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� Pointed to emerging technology infrastructure for future sustainable deployment.

� ConÞ rmed that current AEShareNet templates can be translated into DREL 
and used within a LOX.

� Endorsed current AEShareNet practice while demonstrating potential for 
more sophisticated approaches in the future.

� Highlighted the need to address business models and logistics/processes 
when adopting new technology.

� Highlighted that the e-business part of the business is a pivotal consideration 
in any DRM system.

� Led to AEShareNet beginning to develop new �end use� and �free for education� 
licence protocols.

Issues

As expected this project has thrown up many issues; some of which are the 
domain of legal, business, technical interoperability, access management and 
cultural frameworks. Inevitably any proper consideration of DRM necessitates 
referencing across these perspectives, which gives rise to a number of tensions 
or dilemmas. Below is a summary of some of these perspectives as we 
encountered them in the project.   

� Compounding LOs: applying DRM to LOs and their attendant complexity 
where composed as aggregates. This includes multiple rights offers, lack of 
deÞ nition of LO associations and the increasing complexity when nested with 
Metadata. A critical question is who owns copyright in any material that is 
sufÞ cient to give rise to a new copyright layer?

� Transactions: challenges are numerous, questions include: Should there be 
a single point of transaction, aggregated payments and/or licensing? Need for 
provision of widely accepted payment and account services. What conditions 
can we place on payment? What provisions are there for non-monetary 
payment? What provision is there for royalty payments?

� Multiple licensing: how do we deal with provision of multiple licenses to 
different parties? This would necessitate the tracking and provision of 
information to the various stakeholders as appropriate. 

� Rechecking for publishing: compliance.

� Downstream enforcement: how can this be achieved? Is the appropriate level 
of implementation at the user end or at the repository end? The agreements 
may need to encompass down stream revenue sharing for downstream 
commercialisation. What role does an exchange have in this? How far is it useful 
for educational institutions to go down an enforcement path, does this play into 
the hands of multi national companies with different agendas and visions? 
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� RELs: what is the most appropriate use of a REL for the VET sector? Where
to place the REL? How can a REL be used as a search option? Recognition 
of the lack of industry wide standards for DRM protocols and languages.

� DifÞ culty of distributed repositories: our demonstrator model still requires 
a centralised approach. However decentralised models will evolve including the 
ability for distributed and independent conÞ guration management of the system. 

� DifÞ culty of mapping to local repositories: if the LO content changes, due 
to modiÞ cations that may have taken place during interactions with it, then this 
must be registered in LOX. Therefore there is currently an argument for single 
VET repository.

� Other infrastructure requirements: the identiÞ cation, role and scope of 
various services needs to be urgently addressed. For example the provision for 
rights registers, identity and access management directories are crucial for full 
systems integration. 

� Business models: ensuring a range of models including both B to C and B 
to B business models are accommodated within a LOX. Generally establishing 
relevant business models for the VET sector. 

� Use cases: need for continual development, monitoring and interpretation of 
use cases which in association with business models can contribute to the 
development of licence offers.

� Tracking: how does the system track aspects such as: the making of copies, 
and the coding of requirements for counting different usages? What systems 
services are most appropriate to handle this?

� Rights attribution model: determining which one to use � eg OSS/GPL or 
using a REL.

� Brokering: what should be the role of a broker for both the vendor and 
purchaser? Will AEShareNet fulÞ l this role?

� Communities of interest: which communities need to be served by any 
rights model?

� Standards: current lack of DRM support in most education-focused ICT 
standards.

� System services: need for general authentication services (access/identity).

Although these are critical (and seemingly daunting) questions for successful 
DRM strategies, some of these can be addressed (as suggested) by an 
�evolutionary� or phased approach to LO architecture implementation. Also their 
implications must be understood in relation to LO infrastructure requirements 
incorporating repository, CMS, LMS and common services functions. In fact many 
of these issues will be teased out if we fully engage in the development of a 
suitable VET rights enforcement model. Such a model can be determined by 
the key business, and learning technology drivers for VET.
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Summary comments on general issues

Moral Rights 

While much concern is expressed in regards to moral rights in the education 
sector, the DRM approach described by this project Þ rmly embraces the spirit of 
attribution within educational networks. For most �authors� in the education sector, 
the value lies in recognition of their work rather than any other return. A problem 
for contributors of LO�s is the issue of retention of the integrity of their work, as the 
object is recontextualised and compounded. A LOX based approach will both 
track and accommodate for such provision within its multiple licence structure.

Fair use provisions 

The term fair use is often vague, and factors rather than concrete facts tend to 
deÞ ne it. It is often as much about expectations, rather than legal rights. Therefore 
trying to Þ nd appropriate rights expressions for the various provisions which this 
might embrace can be difÞ cult and, in practical terms, will be developed 
iteratively. 

However, DRM technologies can accommodate any fair use provisions. Whether 
fair use is interpreted as a declarative right or a defence, DRM systems can 
accommodate their intentions. However perhaps too much of an expectation is 
made of the ability for a REL to �interpret� or accommodate issues of fair use or 
even personal use provision57. The term �Excerpt� for instance needs clarifying in 
terms of what usage rights it covers. Does it give the user the ability to excerpt 
from an entire work and to modify the work? As with so may other issues, such 
clariÞ cation however is best considered under the domain of appropriate copyright 
regulations58, prior to incorporation into DRM perspectives. 

Obviously there is a need to support expanding digital collections, necessitating 
us to develop DRM requirements which include: accommodating the highly 
collaborative and distributed aspect of many activities; supporting fair use of 
copyrighted materials for educational purposes; supporting granular and 
differential access to resources; preventing misuse of resources; insuring the 
integrity of resources; and interoperating with emerging infrastructure. This includes 
access management as well as intellectual property rights management, and is 
as concerned with the rights of the user as with those of the rights owner.59

SufÞ ce to say here that any worthwhile provision of DRM must incorporate 
sensible regard for �fair use� or personal provision.

57 Mulligan, D, Han, J, Burstein, A. How DRM based delivery systems disrupt expectations of personal 
use. DRM �03 October 27.US.

58 esp in the Digital Agenda Review (DAR) 2003.
59 It has been suggested that the term DRM has been appropriated by the publishing industry and that the 

goals of the education community might be better served by another term.
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Need for an agreed vocabulary of rights and LO related terms 

Terms in common use with LO development often have no validity in legal or other 
commercial contexts. During the project it became evident that many of the terms 
used in the LOX need further clariÞ cation and �tightening�. The term Learning 
Object itself encompasses a wide range of entities which come under what the 
legal community refers to as �works�. Another instance, is in the use of the word 
Adaptation which in LOX is similar to the term of Derivative as used by 
AEShareNet and indeed different to its use as deÞ ned in the Copyright Act. 
Context is another term emanating from different discourses.  

Other terms in AEShareNet not directly covered in LOX include:

� Warranty (covering legality that what�s being put up is cleared for such an 
offering) 

� Special Conditions (that allows for any contingencies) 

� Supplementary material (may be one of the LOX terms) 

� Money for accounting, but this is probably beyond the demonstrator 

� Sub licensing 

� Copyright notice constraints

There is an urgency to address this issue of aligning concepts, terminology,
and legal deÞ nitions before locking down the technical approaches to DRM. 

Business 

Good business models are the �killer app� of the digital age. As music publishers 
struggle to see the need for new business approaches, so to should the 
education publishing community.  

This community needs to review, document, redevelop and share their business 
models. In our context this community includes:

� Private and public RTOs

� Major E-learning publishers (OTEN, WestOne, OLI, TAFE Frontiers)

� Commercial publishers and media companies

� Individual authors who �self-publish�

� Collecting Institutions and other repositories that have collected content or 
metadata from multiple sources.

Each of these stakeholders will have their own business model, ranging from high 
levels of commercial protection and copyright enforcement, to simple attribution of 
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rights in a culture of open dissemination and acquisition. The different needs and 
business models necessitate a DRM system which acknowledges and accommodates 
for this diversity, ensuring an operational practise which is appropriate for any 
business and publishing culture. DRM would serve emerging business models 
that embrace either end of the licensing continuum from what Sobel60 terms
Anti-copyright (elimination of Copyright entirely in the digital domain) to Beyond 
copyright models (control and access of all works even in the public domain). 
Ultimately the question remains: if business models might be reduced to a simple 
commons license or a ß at fee for unlimited access, because in the end  it will cost 
the same to provide ubiquitous access to all material as it does having restricted 
access to just some material.

However DRM is not just about copyright and the business drivers behind 
enforcing it. It is also about systems maturity, industrial relations and the cultural 
mix within the education and training communities. 

There is also concern that some DRM implementations compromise the privacy 
and ubiquity of the user61. 

Finally, while DRM is emerging as a complex topic, it is worth considering that
the systems it potentially supports are likewise emerging. E-learning is still in its 
formative stages as an industry. Nonetheless, the legal status of DRM is already 
formally recognized worldwide, in at least 39 nations that have become parties
to the WIPO Copyright Treaty62. The Treaty refers to DRM as �technological 
measures� used to exercise rights and restrict unauthorized acts, and as 
�copyright management information� used to identify authors, rights holders and 
the terms of authorised use. And the Treaty requires adhering nations to provide 
legal protection for both.63 

Moreover, DRM is positioned to be at the foundation of whatever business models 
actually succeed in the digital age. Therefore the strategic question is more along 
the lines of: which DRM model should we engage with and who, how, and to what 
extent should we be documenting and enforcing rights? 

Cultural

DRM implementations are not only subject to  legal, business and technical 
drivers but will also likely succumb to (and indeed should reß ect) the dominant 
culture of learning within our organisations. Concerns are often expressed 
regarding the need for open and free exchange of information and inclusivity 
within learning environments. 

Dalziel�s (2002) comment is useful: �many would argue and indeed the academic 
world has, that DRM will lead to inequities in access to education and training.
In the education and training world there is also a belief that DRM is just a threat 
and will not happen as it will be too difÞ cult and costly to implement. However, my 
argument which is based on the one that Lessig promotes is that we are currently 
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regulated by law and international treaties in IP&C to enable rightful owners to be 
paid and or acknowledged for their works. Publishing then being an arm of commerce, 
then increases the possibilities that DRM will emerge and impact heavily on the 
worlds of academia as well as education and training�64. In practical terms, this 
tension between advocacy and criticism of DRM will most likely play out over 
many years. We would therefore sustain an argument that without a properly 
implemented DRM system, organisations are going to be limited in the extent to 
which they can engage in the commercial opportunities of acquisition and trade. 

Irrespective of the commercial opportunities, such a market or exchange place 
will necessitate communities of trust. As Savoie65 states: 

��it is very hard to separate DRM from issues relating to Privacy, Security
and Trust (PST). 

To use an analogy, current DRM views and scenarios seem to be about 
building padlocks and providing keys as opposed to building frameworks with 
transparent padlocks and keys. In fact, the discourse about regulation usually 
revolves around padlocks and keys because it parallels what humans know as 
a means of control, security and protection. In this information age, we should be 
able to, nay, we should choose to Þ nd and develop better frameworks for 
collaboration and exchange while giving due attention to IP&C concerns.�

As with the implementation of any system infrastructure trust is essential for 
organisations in achieving higher order enhancements in their abilities to acquire, 
assimilate and share knowledge66. With reference to DRM, this cannot be 
understated. 

3 The Future/Lessons for LOX implementation

There is an inevitability that trading of learning resources will increase 
exponentially. The cottage industry approach to developing learning and 
assessment resources is to be short lived, too costly, and too time consuming 
in a rapidly changing on line world. 

At the same time technological and systemic advancements will challenge 
current approaches to such trading. The work being carried out as part of the 
LOX demonstrator is one such potential advancement. Questions need to be 
explored around the effort required for Þ ne grained learning object-type  

60 Sobel, LS: 2003. DRM as an enabler of business models: ISPs as digital retailers. 18 Berkeley Tech. 
L.J. xx (forthcoming 2003).

61 Mulligan, D, Han, J, Burstein, A. How DRM based delivery systems disrupt expectations of personal 
use. DRM �03 October 27.US.

62 WIPO Copyright Treaty contracting parties, available at http://www.wipo.int/treaties/ip/wct/index.html.
63 WIPO Copyright Treaty, Articles 11 and 12, available at http://www.wipo.int/treaties/ip/wct/index.html.
64 Dalziel, J.
65 Savoie, R. 2003: Critique of paper Technology for Sharing. Group Leader.
66 Norris, D, Mason, J, Lefrere, P. 2003. Transforming e-Knowledge. SCUP. Michigan.
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approaches outside major publishing institutions, and the inevitable cost 
which will ß ow across the entire product development chain. However there are 
a number of lessons learnt from this project and the AEShareNet experience 
that are useful to note:

� We need to re-establish where value resides in our educational resources 
(requiring value-chain analysis and a possible attitudinal shift)

� Any change of practice by VET players requires a lot of effort and change 
management

� The logistical issues are just as important as the technical ones

� Consistent use of rights terminology is critical

� Business models for the trading must dovetail into overall VET
business models

� Just because you can track something does not mean it is worthwhile
to do so.

� Managing complex systems is best done if kept operationally as simple
as possible

� Private RTOs are a signiÞ cant part of VET and need to be taken into account 

In practical terms the LOX has demonstrated that to have a viable ecology for 
the legitimate and efÞ cient re-use of learning material a number of services are 
necessary:

1 A Discovery Register of available Learning Material satisÞ es only the most 
fundamental need.

2 A Licence Exchange substantially improves the efÞ ciency by reducing the 
need for complicated negotiations for each transaction and by providing a 
�halo of trust� to users.

3 Rights Enabled Learning Objects Exchanges provides the critical linking of 
licensing with acquiring the LO. By ensuring the evidence and terms of the 
licence are travelling with the learning object other critical elements of the
LO Ecosystem can come to life.

4 Rights sensitive Learning Content Management Systems and User and 
Rights Sensitive access and usage management systems.

5 External rights registers need to be linked into the ecology, to ensure efÞ cient 
data capture.

The wide adoption of an appropriate Educational Rights Expression Language 
such as ODRL is critical to ensuring that Learning Objects can be exchanged 
legally and efÞ ciently. They also allow for the development of explicit licenses, 
ensuring maximum beneÞ t to all stakeholders.
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Actions for ANTA

1 Short term (next twelve months)

� Establish an alignment of LO related terms referencing both Metadata
and formal legal Rights descriptions, especially appropriate to the 
requirements of the VET sector. 

� Based on the above, provide possible alterations and extensions
to relevant Rights Expression Languages.

� Implement an audit of current and potential courseware development 
in both private and public RTOs, with the possible implementation of 
a development register. 

� Establish new business models for the trading or sharing of reusable 
learning resources in the VET sector. Launch an initiative to identify 
models of rights enforcement in learning technology and to possibly 
abstract a common model for use by architecture and framework
deÞ nition projects.

� Ensure appropriate parties are engaged in the discourse on rights 
(use of easier language metaphors/ raising the proÞ le of DRM etc).

� Liaise with Collecting Institutions to initiate ways of facilitating the use 
of cleared content (registers and common Metadata approaches). 
This will extend on the work of TLF. 

Strategy

Establish a working group to:

� Urgently participaticipate in other ANTA Frameworks projects speciÞ cally: Learning 
Object Implementation Project, Interoperability and Policy and Research.

� Liaise and monitor relevant Australian and overseas projects implementing 
DRM approaches (and all repository projects generally). 

� Investigate recommendations coming from reports including those issued by 
the Frameworks projects, and others such as Creative Industries Cluster 
projects.67 

� Actively contribute to standards organisations work in this area (through IMS 
Australia, AICTEC Standards and Interoperability Committee, and Standards 
Australia sub-committee IT-19-1) in order to feed requirements into broader 
standardisation efforts and to ensure that the voice of the learning, education 
and training community is heard.

67 The Film and Digital Content Branch of the Commonwealth Department of Communications,
Information Technology and the Arts (DCITA) have commissioned a series reports under the umbrella
of the Creative Industries Cluster Study. www.dicta.gov.au. See Appendix.
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� Provide practical guidelines for provision of DRM strategies to VET publishers, 
and coordinate with systems development. 

� Track the adoption and development of RELs.

� Develop a framework for evaluating DRM proposals.

� Monitor communities of practise and work with AEShareNet and other major 
VET publishers to coordinate business rules and harmonise DRM and other 
systems initiatives. 

� Establish business models for both sharing and commercial exchange.

� Development of likely use cases and offer templates (continuation of trial LOX).

� Investigate value-chain systems for resource development in VET.

� Ensure all work on systems applications (repository development etc) 
references aspects of DRM as appropriate.

� Maintain appropriate liaisons between learning technology standards 
development organizations and those standards development organisations 
standardising rights expression languages. Derive requirements for a DRM 
testbed project involving a community of publishers.

� Link to other relevant projects and where possible actively contribute to others 
such as the Phillips/ Fox DAR, esp in relation to extending the wor on LO 
related materials.

� Provide a detailed scoping of requirements for the implementation of a DRM 
testbed project.

� Work with AEShareNet to coordinate all efforts in this area.

2 Long term

� The implementation of a DRM testbed project in conjunction with 
AEShareNet and other major VET publishers. 

� Continue to liaise with other national and international DRM projects to 
normalise approaches and provide consistencies where appropriate.

The application of Rights Management techniques that have been investigated in 
the current ANTA project are directly relevant to these Creative Industry Cluster 
study recommendations. The VET and Schools educational sectors have a 
major need for efÞ cient access to rights managed digital material that can be 
used within learning material and exchanged with other school and educational 
systems.

It is important that the momentum is not lost in this project. A scaled up 
demonstration that is Þ eld tested is a critical next step in the path to a common 
rights management approach across cultural content repositories, content 
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developers and educational systems. Proving the ANTA LOX approach is 
relevant and is scalable will allow investment in common infrastructure that 
can have variants deployed as appropriate within each sector.

In conclusion to quote Crisp68, �In our assessment copyright is likely to continue 
as an irritant for TAFE systems and education generally for some time to come. 
It appears unlikely that the issues will be resolved until there are mature 
technologies and associated business models for licensing minor users 
at a cost that is modest and acceptable to education users, combined with 
automatic recording and aggregation of copying transactions and periodic 
invoicing. No magic bullet solution but within the current limits of the DAR 
can achieve some improvements to the copyright regime�. 

Obviously there is a need to develop our thinking on DRM in parallel with
the emerging technical infrastructures which will underpin the digital economy. 
This will require further test-bed implementations (beyond demonstrators), in 
real situations. While there are a myriad of complex issues unanswered, the 
only answers will come from such projects. 

As a result of our work issues of IP&C and DRM interplay between all other 
areas of consideration regarding publishing reusable learning resources.
It should not be treated as a side bar topic but rather properly engaged in
a holistic way and at an appropriate level. This would entail bringing together 
experts from legal, business, technical and educational disciplines who are 
mindful of the necessary cultural dimensions of any organisation. The expertise 
of the project members should be engaged to leverage on both the experience 
gained from this project but also length of association with other business, 
technical and learning object related projects.

Also input/dialogue should be sought from relevant parties which might include 
(GPS Solicitors, IEEE/LTSC DREL WG, AICTEC Standards and Interoperability 
Committee, CAL, TLF, Melcoe, COLIS etc).

Whatever the mix there will be a need for openness and trust to ensure the 
stakeholders interests are best represented without the risk of �proprietary� or 
�ownership� traps; thereby ensuring a secure environment in which resource 
exchange can ß ourish. 

68 Crisp, P DAR: July 2003 p24.
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appendix 1

Appendix 1

Roger Clarke: The ideologies of Coyright and Copyleft: 
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Appendix 2

Other studies that relate to this project.

The Film and Digital Content Branch of the Commonwealth Department 
of Communications, Information Technology and the Arts (DCITA) have 
commissioned a series reports under the umbrella of the Creative Industries 
Cluster Study.

The overall purpose of the Creative Industries Cluster Study was to examine 
digital content and applications within the creative industries, and encourage 
industrial growth and expansion. This is envisaged as involving the development 
of comprehensive policies, the reÞ ning of policy-settings, coordination activities, 
and perhaps intervention strategies.

Four of the recent reports in the series area relevant:

1 The �Producing Digital Content� report dated September 2002 from Cutler 
and CO.

2 The Economic BeneÞ ts from Cultural Assets Report: The Digitisation 
Programs and Standards of Collecting Institutions and the Scope for 
Collaborations with the Cultural Industries  http://www.cultureandrecreation.
gov.au/cics/beneÞ ts.pdf. This report identiÞ ed the current digitisation projects 
of museums, galleries, libraries and archives.

3 The Research and Innovation Systems in the Production of Digital Content 
and Applications, conducted in September, 2003 by QUT CIRAC and Cutler 
& Company.

4 The Digital Nation Report: Access to Overseas Markets for Australia�s 
Creative Digital Industry by Content Strategies and Brainwaave Interactive.

All four noted the need for:

� Explicit funding for digitisation projects similar to Scotland�s SCRAN project 
to create a pool of digital resources to use as input to Digital Content titles 
such as Learning Objects and online documentaries/reference material.

� Pilot projects to encourage collaboration between the sectors cultural 
commercial and education sectors.

� Much greater pro-activity on issues of reducing the �friction� that Intellectual 
Property Rights has on the re-use of Digital content including copyright 
clearance mechanisms, registers of rightsholders and online rights and 
content marketplaces. 

appendix 2
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Appendix 3

IEEE LTSC: Use Case Scenarios for E-Learning.

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to encourage individuals in the e-learning space 
to develop additional use case scenarios speciÞ c to rights expression languages. 
This document tries to accomplish the stated purpose by providing a brief introduction 
to the concept of a rights expression language, followed by a template on how
to create the desired use case scenarios, and Þ nally a listing of example use
case scenarios.

Overview of a Rights Expression Language

A rights expression language (REL) provides the syntax and grammar needed
to specify rights expressions on how digital content may be distributed or used. 
These rights expressions can be very simple such as �this digital content may
be viewed/played at anytime by anyone� or very complex such as �digital content 
34567 may be viewed from 15-Jan-2004 until 15-Jun-2004 only by current 
university students.�

The core elements of a rights expression language are broken down into the 
following elements:

1 Principal � the individual or group allowed to exercise the speciÞ ed permission 
over the stated resource, eg students, teachers, administrators, etc.

2 Right � the permission given to the principal over the stated digital content, 
eg play, print, copy, execute, edit, etc.

3 Resource � the digital content that a principal can exercise the stated right, 
eg e-book, chapter, presentation, etc.

4 Conditions � the restrictions placed on a principal who wants to exercise the 
stated right over the speciÞ ed digital content, eg time interval (from, until), 
count limit, etc.

5 Issuer � the individual or group granting the rights over the speciÞ ed 
resource, eg authors, publishers, etc.

appendix 3
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Template for Creating REL Use Case Scenarios

The following template serves as an aide for creating use case scenarios that a 
relevant to rights expression languages.

What is the resource in question? A single learning object, a cluster of learning 
objects, an image, a text Þ le, etc.

What are the permissions being granted? Play, print, execute, copy, etc.

Who can execute the stated permissions? A speciÞ c device, a speciÞ c user, a group 
of users, a group of devices, etc.

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Limited time interval such as not-before and/
or not-after a speciÞ c date, count limit, etc.

Who is issuing the permissions? The individual or party who is authorized to 
issue the speciÞ ed permissions over the 
stated resource

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

K-12, university, etc.

General description of the use case scenario Description of the use case using the 
information provided in the previous 
questions.

Title of the use case scenario

The above questions help narrow the use-cases to elements that affect the REL.

Example Use Case Scenarios SpeciÞ c to E-Learning REL

Example 1
What is the resource in question? Multiple learning objects that can be uniquely 

identiÞ ed.

What are the permissions being granted? Play, aggregate.

Who can execute the stated permissions? Current students and current instructors at 
a learning facility.

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

No constraints on the play right, but the 
aggregate permission must be tracked to 
a central server.

Who is issuing the permissions? Individual authors of the learning objects.

!!
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What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Colleges, universities, k-12, vocational, 
training, etc.

General description of the use case scenario Students and instructors at a learning facility 
who are engaged in e-learning activities shall 
be able to access (play) and process 
(aggregate) content from multiple sources. 
Sometimes this may mean aggregating 
components of a learning object with 
components of another learning object.

Title of the use case scenario Multiple Sources of Aggregated Content

Example 2
What is the resource in question? Document

What are the permissions being granted? View, print, extract

Who can execute the stated permissions? Anyone

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

Attribution �xxx yyy� must be made whenever 
someone extracts a portion of the document 
for use in another work.

Who is issuing the permissions? Author of the document

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Education

General description of the use case scenario A professor writes a scientiÞ c paper and 
allows everyone to view and print the paper. 
However, if anyone extracts a portion of the 
text, the professor want a speciÞ c attribution 
�xxx yyy� to be included in the new work.

Title of the use case scenario Attribution

appendix 3
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Example 3
What is the resource in question? All the digital content in a library

What are the permissions being granted? Play

Who can execute the stated permissions? Patrons of the library

What restrictions are placed on the execution 
of the permissions?

3-week borrowing period

Who is issuing the permissions? Library

What environment does the use case scenario 
apply to?

Education

General description of the use case scenario A library allows patrons to borrow digital 
content for playing (viewing a video or listening 
to a song) purposes for a period of 3 weeks.

Title of the use case scenario Library lends digital content to patrons
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glossary 

Glossary

Acknowledgements

Some descriptions for this glossary are taken from the

� TAFE NSW Intellectual Property Policy developed by TAFE NSW IP Project 
as at 27�28 March 03.

� Australian Information and Communications Technology in Education 
Committee (AICTEC) website.

Adaptation

Adaptation means creation (but not copy) of material or product based on 
a pre-existing IP material. 

Administrator

For a learning object exchange, supports the maintenance of users, creation 
of template offers and conÞ rmation of content for publication

Artistic work 

Artistic Work means:

(a) a painting, sculpture, drawing, engraving or photograph, whether the work 
is of artistic quality or not;

(b) a building or a model of a building, whether the building or model is of 
artistic quality or not; or

(c) a work of artistic craftsmanship to which neither of the last two preceding 
paragraphs applies; but does not include a circuit layout within the meaning 
of the Circuit Layouts Act 1989. (Copyright Act 1968, section 10).

Australian Information and Communications Technology in 
Education Committee 

AICTEC is a cross-sectoral, national committee responsible for providing advice 
to all Australian Ministers of Education and Training on the economic and 
effective utilization of online technologies in Australian education and training. 
www.aictec.edu.au  
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Author

Author denotes the creator of the IP asset (eg. a work). It may be

(a) in relation to a literary work, the person who created the literary material

(b) in relation to a photograph, the person who took the photograph. 

CETIS � Centre for Educational Technology (CETIS) 

CETIS represents UK higher-education and further-education institutions on 
international learning technology standards initiatives. www.cetis.ac.uk

Circumvention device

Circumvention device means a device (including a computer program) having 
only a limited commercially signiÞ cant purpose or use, or no such purpose or use, 
other than the circumvention, or facilitating the circumvention, of an effective 
technological protection measure. 

Circumvention service

Circumvention service means a service, the performance of which has only a 
limited commercially signiÞ cant purpose, or no such purpose or use, other than 
the circumvention, or facilitating the circumvention, of an effective technological 
protection measure. 

Clean Control

�Clean control� means the ability to exercise unrestricted power and control as 
a result of unfettered right available to a corporation from agreements with third 
parties. This will facilitate better management of IP over the material.

COLIS � Collaborative Online Learning Information and Systems

See www.colis.mq.edu.au

Communicate (electronic)

In an electronic context, communicate means make available online or 
electronically transmit (whether over a path, or a combination of paths, 
provided by a material substance or otherwise) a work or other subject matter. 

Computer program

Computer program means a set of statements or instructions to be used directly 
or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain result. 
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Constraints

Constraints mean when an IP asset is created using third party resources, the 
copyright agreements may have qualiÞ cations/restrictions attached to them.

In DRM, constraints act on the permissions granted by an author.

Content management system

Copy

Copy means, in relation to a cinematograph Þ lm, any article or thing in which the 
visual images or sounds comprising the Þ lm are embodied. 

Copyright 

Copyright is the legal means by which authors and other creators control the use 
of their work and their means to Þ nancially proÞ t from their work. 

Copyright protects the way information or an idea is expressed, whether on paper, 
electronically or in some other reproducible medium. Copyright does not prevent 
the use of the same idea or information when there is no copying.

Under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth), Copyright protects the following:

� written material, eg novels, magazine/journal/newspaper articles, poems, song 
lyrics, etc.

� musical works

� artistic works, eg drawings, paintings, sculpture, cartoons, photographs, maps, 
plans, etc.

� dramatic works, eg dance, plays

� compilations, eg anthologies, directories, databases, etc.

� Þ lms

� sound recordings

� broadcasts

� computer program

� material in electronic and digital forms

This list is not exhaustive.

A copyright owner has exclusive rights under the Act, which enables a copyright 
owner to control the uses of his/her work. It is an infringement of copyright to use 
a work in any way without the permission of the copyright owner.
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Exceptions to this fall within the education statutory license provisions and the fair 
dealing provisions (for purposes of research and study). For further information 
see �Guidelines for copyright in DET, Schools and TAFE NSW Institutes�.

Creator

Creator represents the person who conceived the essential element of the 
IP asset or has contributed substantially to its conceptual development.

Crown copyright

Crown copyright means copyright, which is exclusively owned by a Government. 
For example an Australian State Government cannot assign copyright outside of 
its borders without the concurrence of the State Attorney General. State Departments 
of Education and Training as the copyright managers, on behalf of the Crown, 
have exclusive rights under the Act and have the ability to control the uses of its 
copyright material. It is an infringement of copyright to use any of the resources in 
any way without the permission of the relevant State Department, subject to the 
statutory provisions.

Custodianship

Custodianship refers to the convention under which a legal entity, for example 
TAFE NSW is permitted and commonly accepted to exercise the use of 
intellectual property on behalf of NSW government or another third party.

Cybersquatting

Cybersquatting refers to another person/organisation registering a domain name 
incorporating the name of another organisation or trade mark.

Data Dictionary

A term Generally used to describe a set of database system tables that contain 
the data deÞ nitions of database objects. However, it has taken on a broader 
meaning as a normative glossary for constraining the semantics of terms 
associated with information models and languages. 

Delegated ofÞ cer

OfÞ cer of a corporation who is authorised to carry out speciÞ c tasks, for example 
to sign for expenditure when purchasing rights to use learning objects from a 
learning object exchange.
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Design

Design refers to the features of shape, conÞ guration and/or pattern and 
ornamentation applied to an article. (Items that are primarily artistic or literary 
in nature cannot be registered as designs � they are however, protected by 
copyright).

DREL � Digital Rights Expression Language

See REL, rights expression language

Digital rights management (DRM) 

Digital rights management is the means of deÞ ning, protecting and enforcing 
rights relating to content produced and delivered electronically. A feature of 
digitally managed rights is a predicted substantial increase in the re-use of digital 
material. DRM has been associated with security and the enforcement of 
commercial rights.

Digital object identiÞ er (DOI) 

Digital object identiÞ er is a system for identifying and exchanging intellectual 
property in the digital environment. It provides a framework for managing 
intellectual content, for linking customers to content suppliers, for facilitating 
electronic commerce, and enabling automated copyright management for all 
types of media.

DOI identiÞ es learning objects uniquely similar to a barcode. It catalogues and 
tracks the movement of content and ensures that interoperability can occur 
across a range of systems and Internet applications.

One of a range of Unique Object IdentiÞ ers that can be placed within printed or 
digital document at the  paragraph, illustration, page, chapter or book level that 
allows a potential user to locate further information about the work and 
manifestations of it that may be available.

Digital Object IdentiÞ er (DOI) Resolver Service 

A network-based system that receives a query from a compliant unique object 
identiÞ er and resolves the query to show the type and locations for various  types 
of manifestations of the work that may be currently available.
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Downstream Rights

The usage rights that are provided to other parties to utilise material over which 
the issuing party is an authorised rightsholder or agent. Downstream rights are 
normally issued by a process of exchange either a physical exchange of 
agreements or an electronic exchange.

Dramatic work

Dramatic work, for the purpose of copyright application, includes: 

(a) a choreographic show or other dumb show; and 

(b) a scenario or script for a cinematograph Þ lm or stage play.

Dublin Core 

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) is an open international forum 
engaged in the development of interoperable online metadata standards that 
support a broad range of purposes and business models. DCMI�s activities 
include consensus-driven working groups, global workshops, conferences, 
standards liaison, and educational efforts to promote widespread acceptance 
of metadata standards and practices. dublincore.org/  

Electronic information exchange

Electronic information exchange is a byproduct of information and communication 
technology (ICT) age. Typically it has the characteristics of the capacity to store 
and exchange vast amounts of information from a multitude of sources, each of 
which may have variations in the rights embedded in it. The digitised work can be 
easily copied and distributed in various ways without loss of quality. The electronic 
environment increases the potential volume of transactions. Assigning rights and 
the range of ways in which the information presented can be complex. See Learning 
Object Exchange (LOX).

Electronic publishing 

Electronic publishing is used to describe delivering information by any electronic 
medium to identiÞ ed publics. It includes where the content is stored, transmitted 
or distributed in digital form and is accessed using a computer.

Electronic rights management information (ERMI)

Electronic rights management information embodies:

(a) information attached to, or embodied in, a copy of a work to enable IP rights 
management in a digital environment, including: 
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� the title of the work or subject-matter

� identity of its author or copyright owner

� that the use of the work or subject-matter is subject to terms or conditions

� some or all of the terms and conditions under which the work or subject-
matter may be used:

(b) any numbers or codes that represent such information in electronic form,
eg Metadata tags, ISBNs.

 See Rights Expression Language

Exclusive licence

Exclusive licence means a licence in writing, signed by or on behalf of the 
copyright owner, which to the exclusion of all others, authorises the licensee
to use the copyright material according to the terms of the licence agreement.

Expiry

Expiry is the date when the IP assignment/license agreement ends eg dd/mm/yy.

Extensible markup language (XML) 

Extensible markup language is a software or coded data, which describes the 
structure of a document. XML can be used to generate HTML, RTF, PDF or any 
number of formats.

Fair dealing

Fair dealing (or fair use) means that use of part and in certain circumstances, the 
whole, of a copyright work is permitted for purposes of research and study and 
criticism and review (granted under sections 40�42 of the Copyright Act).

Fixed

A work is Þ xed when it is made sufÞ ciently permanent or stable to permit it to be 
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than 
transitory duration.

Future copyright

Future copyright means copyright to come into existence at a future time or upon 
the happening of a future event. 
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GUID

Globally Unique IdentiÞ er � a 128-bit integer (16 bytes) that can be used across 
all computers and networks wherever a unique identiÞ er is required. Such an 
identiÞ er has a very low probability of being duplicated.

IEEE 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc (IEEE) (Eye-triple-E) is 
a non-proÞ t, technical professional association of more than 380 000 individual 
members in 150 countries. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee 
(LTSC) is chartered by the IEEE Computer Society Standards Activity Board to 
develop accredited technical standards, recommended practices, and guides for 
learning technology. 

IEEE LTSC

IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee

See ltsc.ieee.org

IEEE LOM

IEEE Learning object metadata

See ltsc.ieee.org/wg12

IMS 

IMS Global Learning Consortium, Inc. (IMS) was established in 1997 as a project 
within the US National Learning Infrastructure Initiative of EDUCAUSE. The role 
of IMS is to develop and promote open speciÞ cations for facilitating online 
distributed learning activities such as locating and using educational content, 
tracking learner progress, reporting learner performance, and exchanging student 
records between administrative systems. www.imsglobal.org   

indecs�

Interoperability of Data in E-Commerce Systems. Set of principles and tools 
forming a framework deriving from the indecs project and subsequently 
developed into the indecs Data Dictionary; the basis for the DOI approach 
to metadata.

Infringement

Infringement describes any instance of unauthorised use of the IP asset.
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Intellectual capital

Intellectual capital (IC) is a term that is now being used as a collective name 
representing human capital, relational capital and structural capital in enterprises.

Intellectual assets are a subset of IC. They are knowledge that can be used 
exclusive of the creator � knowledge that has been articulated, codiÞ ed, and often 
linked to the existing body of organisational knowledge. This includes software, 
business processes, customer or supplier arrangements, knowledge bases, data, 
reports or presentations. Intellectual assets are often referred to as �explicit 
knowledge� because they have been transformed from unarticulated individual 
knowledge into something more concrete, such as papers, electronic documents 
or a set of algorithms associated with business management.

Intellectual property 

Intellectual property or �IP� means all legal rights in relation to: 

(a) Copyright;

(b) Web site content, multimedia, educational and learning management 
systems, other educational software, learning and assessment strategies 
including curriculum;

(c) Circuit layouts;

(d) Registered designs;

(e) Patented and patentable inventions; 

(f) Registered and unregistered trade marks and other insignia of origin; 

(g) Plant breeders� rights;

(h) Domain names; 

(i) ConÞ dential information, including trade secrets; and

(j) All other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientiÞ c, 
literary or artistic Þ elds.

Intellectual property refers to legal rights associated with intellectual assets. 
These legal rights have led to the creation of a marketplace for trading intellectual 
property.

Intellectual Property register

A register of all IP relationships in relation to an organisations assets. It usually 
ensures identiÞ cation of assets, agreements and parties around all potential IP 
entities in a relational database.
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IP Asset 

IP asset is any work or creation or intellectual object or right or possession that 
has value in use and includes any work or creation or intellectual object or right 
or possession eligible for inclusion for example in an IP assets register. 

IP management

IP management refers to all aspects of decisions relevant to a corporation and 
includes:

� identifying a need

� purchasing, acquiring, contracting, licensing, creating or being in custodial 
relationship of IP

� cataloguing and valuing IP

� reviewing and auditing

� modiÞ cations, phasing out and removals/additions or reconÞ gurations

� using, distributing, selling, commercialising or licensing out.

Knowledge management

Knowledge management is the term used to describe the application of an 
organisation�s collective knowledge about customers, products, processes, 
systems, developments, capability, customers, competitors etc.

Le@rning Federation (The)

The le@rning federation is the title of a project in the Australian schools sector 
that utilises open digital rights language (ODRL) and is developing systems, 
which will allow the input and delivery of high quality learning objects online 
generated by a range of approved content developers to an agreed set of 
speciÞ cations. Refer to the le@rning federation website:
http://www.thelearningfederation.edu.au/tlf/

Learning Management System

Learning management system (LMS) is a software application or Web-based 
technology used to plan, implement, and assess a speciÞ c learning process. 

Learning objects 

Learning objects are groups of one or more digital objects with learning purpose. 
Also refer to Shared (reusable) learning objects.
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Learning object exchange (LOX)

Part of a digital rights management system which aids discovery and trade in 
learning objects by systemising provision of rights offers and rights agreements 
for end users.

Licence templates

Licence templates simplify for users the granting of rights offers and acceptance 
of licencing conditions.

Licensing

Licensing is a term used to describe where the IP owner grants qualiÞ ed/
unqualiÞ ed permission to licensees to utilise the intellectual property without any 
ownership rights being given up.

Literary work

Literary work is a technical term used in the context of copyrights and includes: 

(a) a work or manuscript; 

(b) a table, or compilation, expressed in words, Þ gures or symbols; and 

(c) a computer program or compilation of computer programs. 

Medium

Medium indicates how the IP asset is stored, managed or maintained.

Metadata

Metadata is structured data that describes other data. It is used to describe 
resources so that people searching for electronic information can Þ nd the 
information they are seeking more efÞ ciently. The objects described are generally 
online resources but they may be physical items such as a book or CD-ROM.

A metadata record consists of a set of elements (Þ elds) that describe different 
parts of a resource, for example, author, title and publisher. An effective metadata 
repository can assist in the management, discovery and retrieval of electronic 
resources in a similar way to a library catalogue.

Metadata Register

A system that stores and makes metadata public.
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MERLOT

Multimedia Education Resource for Learning and Online Teaching.

See www.merlot.org/Home.po

METS

Metadata encoding tranmission standard.

See www.loc.gov/standards/mets/

Moral Rights

Moral rights mean the rights that vest in the author and remain with the author 
even if the author assigns/licenses all rights to another party. Moral rights are 
intrinsically personal rights, cannot be assigned and associated with recognition 
of the author, maintenance of the integrity of the work and the authorship not 
falsely attributed.

See Copyright Amendment (Moral Rights) Act 2000.

MPEG � Motion Picture Experts Group

MPEG rights expression language is a component of the MPEG 21 suite of 
standards.

The general goal of MPEG-21 activities is to describe an open framework 
which allows the integration of all components of a delivery chain necessary 
to generate, use, manipulate, manage, and deliver multimedia content across 
a wide range of networks and devices.

See www.chiariglione.org/mpeg/index.htm

Multimedia

Multimedia is more than one medium used concurrently. Although still images are 
a different medium than text, multimedia is typically used to mean the combination 
of text, graphics, photographs, sound, and/or motion video in a digital environment.

Objectionable material

Objectionable material is any material which depicts matters of sex, drug misuse 
or addiction, crime or violence or such matters that offend against the standards 
of morality, decency and propriety.
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Open eBook Forum

The Open eBook Forum (OeBF) is an international trade and standards 
organization for the electronic publishing industries. The Forum�s work fosters 
development of applications and products that will beneÞ t creators of content, 
makers of reading systems and consumers.

Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) 

Open Digital Rights Language is a standard core language for expressing the 
conditions in which digital assets are managed. ODRL is compatible with all the 
major metadata systems and is aimed at inter-sector interoperability.

Open Mobile Alliance

An organisation for relevant stakeholders in the mobile communications industry, 
for promoting the entire mobile industry by enabling subscribers to use interoperable 
mobile services across markets, operators and mobile terminals. This is achieved 
by deÞ ning an open standards based framework to permit applications and 
services to be built, deployed and managed efÞ ciently and reliably in a multi-
vendor environment.

Original

A work is original in the copyright sense if it owes its origin to the author and was 
not copied from some pre-existing work.

GPL

General Public Licence. The most widespread such license is the GNU General 
Public License, or GNU GPL for short. This General Public License applies to 
most of the Free Software Foundation�s software and to any other program whose 
authors commit to using it. More information http://www.opensource.org/licenses/
gpl-license.html

Ownership

A corporation owns, controls and manages all intellectual property that it has 
created or acquired. 

Patent (Patented and patentable inventions)

A patent is a right, granted by IP Australia, after examination of a patent 
application. Patents provide protection for an innovation deemed among other 
things, to be inventive and useful.
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Protecting an invention with a patent enables the owner exclusive rights to 
consider the options of producing, selling or licensing the invention during the 
period of patent.

Permissions  

See Licensing.

Plagiarism

Plagiarism is taking the work of other/s and passing it off as though the work is 
his or her own ie without obtaining prior permission from the author/s and not 
providing appropriate attribution.

Procedures

Procedures provide the rules and guide the operational aspects of policy. They 
are established to assist staff to understand the policy and manage IP related 
matters with ease and consistency.

Processes

Processes provide methodology, work ß ow, role responsibilities and work 
instruction. They are the mechanism for the operations of the policy.

Prospective owner

Prospective owner means the party who will be the owner of the IP on its coming 
into existence or completion of a pre-agreed arrangement. 

Publication

Publication means any manner in which information (regardless of medium used) 
is distributed to an audience.

Public domain

Public domain denotes where the material is freely available for anyone to use.

When copyright expires, copyright enters the public domain, and anyone can use 
the material, free of charge, without infringing copyright unless the material is 
subject to another form of intellectual property protection (IP Australia).

Repository 

A system that stores and manages the access to digital objects for members of 
deÞ ned groups who are normally internal to an organisation. Repositories are 
normally protected behind Þ rewalls.
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Registered and unregistered trademarks and other insignia 
of origin 

A trade mark is a letter, word, name, signature, phrase, numeral, sound, smell, 
shape, logo, picture, aspect of packaging or any combination of these. A trade 
mark identiÞ es a product or service. Having a registered trade mark is an asset 
that can be bought, sold or licensed. Brands are a way of identifying and 
distinguishing one product or service from another. A brand name becomes a 
trademark once it has met the requirements of Trade Marks Act 1995 and is 
afforded legal protection.

Trade marks can also be protected under common law.  

REL � Rights Expression Language

A rights expression language in a digital rights management system is used to 
specify the set of permissions that are given to end users of intellectual property 
(and intermediaries such as agents and librarians) and the conditions and 
obligations that have to be satisÞ ed for the permissions to be exercised.

Reproduction

Reproduction by any means, mechanical, digital or other, shall only proceed 
within the speciÞ ed limits of a licence obtained from the IP owner and permission 
of the original designer/author in terms of moral rights.

Reusable learning objects (also known as shared learning objects).

Reusable (shared) learning objects describe the smallest grouping of quality 
digital objects that has a coherent, structured, self-contained meaning including 
intention and outcome described in educational terms.

Rights 

Corporation IP policy and guidelines provide guidance in determining the rights 
of ownership and use attached to all IP developed, created, acquired, licensed, 
subscribed or used in the corporation. 

Rights (all other rights) resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, 
scientiÞ c, literary or artistic Þ elds.

These are rights arising from any invention, discovery, technology, creation, 
development or other form of expression of an idea whether or not the subject 
matter is protected under any speciÞ c IP types described in the IP Policy. 
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The rights would include cultural rights, personal rights and relationship rights, 
for example:

�sacred� practices

�tribal� traditions

certain art shows

repackaging

associates/memberships.

Rightsholder Register 

Normally a computer system (but it can be physical) that can be interrogated by 
authorised parties to determine which parties own or control speciÞ c layers of 
rights of works. For example who do I negotiate with for a re-print licence for a 
chapter of a book for New Zealand.

Royalty

Royalty is an agreed payment or reward or a portion of proceeds allowed to the 
owner of a right, for the use of (or right to use) any intellectual property.

SC36 

SC36 is a sub-committee of JTC1, itself a joint committee of ISO (International 
Organization for Standardisation) and the IEC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission). It develops international standards in information technology in the 
areas of learning, education and training. Australian input into SC36 activities is 
formally taken forward through the Standards Australia committee, IT-19-1. 
jtc1sc36.org

Shared IP rights

IP right may exist independently or on a shared basis. Shared IP right may apply 
where the creative effort is contributed by more than one individual. Moral rights 
apply for all contributing parties. Shared royalties from such works are usually 
determined by prior agreements.

Trademark

A trade mark is a letter, word, name, signature, phrase, numeral, sound, smell, 
shape, log, picture, aspect of packaging or any combination of these. A trade 
mark identiÞ es a product. 
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Trading Exchange 

A system that allows identiÞ ed or anonymous providers and acquirers to conduct 
transactions either for free or for fee.

URI

Uniform Resource IndentiÞ er.

Usage Licence 

A permission, granted by an authorised person, to allow an end user to utilise 
a copyrighted work in a speciÞ ed manner.

Upstream Rights 

The rights obtained by a learning content developer or learning content manager 
that describe the usage, customisation and re-publishing permissions granted. 
The breadth of upstream rights obtained determine the breadth of downstream 
rights that can in turn be offered to other parties. Upstream rights should be 
managed by an Intellectual Property agreement register even for internally 
developed material.

Work

Work is the product of an author�s original creative endeavour Þ xed in a medium 
and potentially reproducible. Work includes intrinsic property of a literary, 
dramatic, musical or artistic nature.

XrML �  Extensible rights markup language


